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Gibbs u-states for the foliated geodesic flow and transverse
invariant measures
Sébastien Alvarez
Abstract
This paper is devoted to the study of Gibbs u-states for the geodesic flow tangent to a foli-
ation F of amanifold M having negatively curved leaves. By definition, they are the probabil-
ity measures on the unit tangent bundle to the foliation that are invariant under the foliated
geodesic flow and have Lebesgue disintegration in the unstable manifolds of this flow.
On the one handwe give sufficient conditions for the existence of transverse invariantmea-
sures. In particular we prove that when the foliated geodesic flow has a Gibbs su-state, i.e. an
invariant measure with Lebesgue disintegration both in the stable and unstable manifolds,
then this measure has to be obtained by combining a transverse invariant measure and the
Liouville measure on the leaves.
On the other hand we exhibit a bijective correspondence between the set of Gibbs u-states
and a set of probabilitymeasure onM thatwe callφu-harmonic. Suchmeasures have Lebesgue
disintegration in the leaves and their local densities have a very specific form: they possess an
integral representation analogue to the Poisson representation of harmonic functions.
1 Introduction
This is the second of a series of three papers in which we study a notion of Gibbs measure for
the geodesic flow tangent to the leaves of a closed foliated manifold with negatively curved leaves
[2, 3].
Let F be a foliation of a closed manifold M (we say that (M ,F ) is a closed foliated manifold)
whose leaves L are endowed with smooth (i.e. of class C∞) Riemannian metrics gL which vary
continuously transversally in the smooth topology (we refer to the assignment L 7→ gL as a leafwise
metric). The unit tangent bundle of F is the set M̂ of unit vectors tangent to F . An element of M̂
shall be denoted by v or, when we want to specify its basepoint, by (x,v) with x ∈M and v ∈ T 1xF ,
the unit sphere of the tangent space to F at x. The set M̂ is naturally a manifold endowed with a
foliation F̂ whose leaves are the unit tangent bundles of the leaves of F (see §3.1). It also carries a
flowGt , the foliated geodesic flow, which preserves the leaves of F̂ and whose restriction to a leaf
T 1L is precisely its geodesic flow. Wewill bemostly interested in negatively curved leafwisemetrics
i.e. in the case where all metrics gL have negative sectional curvature. In that case the foliated
geodesic flow possesses a weak form of hyperbolicity that resembles the classical notion of partial
hyperbolicity and that we shall analyze in detail in §3.2. This new notion has been introduced by
Bonatti, Gómez-Mont and Martínez in a recent preprint [11]. They called it the foliated hyperbol-
icity. Thismeans that F̂ admits two continuous subfoliations, called stable and unstable foliations
and denoted by W s and W u , which are Gt -invariant and respectively uniformly contracted and
dilated byGt . One would like to know the extent to which the classical results concerning partial
hyperbolicity can be applied to that context.
The motivating problem of this paper is the research of SRB measures (or physical measures)
for Gt , i.e. of Gt -invariant measures µ whose basin (the set of elements v ∈ M̂ such that the av-
erages of Dirac masses along the orbit of v tend to µ in the weak∗ sense) has positive Lebesgue
1
x = pr(v)
v
Gt(v)
T 1xF
(̂M, ̂F)
Figure 1: Construction of the unit tangent bundle and the foliated geodesic flow
measure. As for partially hyperbolic dynamics (see [13, 9]) we expect that SRB measures will be
given byGibbs u-states forGt i.e. invariantmeasures whose conditional measures along the leaves
of W u are equivalent to the Lebesgue measure. Such invariant measures were first considered in
the partially hyperbolic context by Pesin and Sinai in [28].
Motivated by the work of Deroin-Klpetsyn [17] we wish to prove the following dichotomy, at
least for codimension 1 foliations (they deal with transversally conformal foliations) with nega-
tively curved leaves.
• Either there exists a transverse invariant measure for F ;
• or there exists a finite number of SRB measures forGt (which are precisely the only ergodic
Gibbs u-states ofGt ) whose basins cover a Borel subset of M̂ full for the Lebesgue measure.
Establishing this dichotomy, when the leaves are hyperbolic, is the purpose of Bonatti, Gómez-
Mont andMartínez in their preprint [11], which strongly relies on the study of the statistical prop-
erties of the tangential Brownian motion performed in [17]. The dichotomy has also been estab-
lished in the case where the foliation is transverse to a projective CP1-bundle over a closed man-
ifold with negative sectional curvature: see [2, 10, 12] where the authors prove the uniqueness of
the SRBmeasure in the absence of transverse invariant measure. Recently, in joint work with Yang
(see [5]) and using the main result of the present paper, we were able to prove the dichotomy for
transversally conformal foliations with negatively curved leaves.
The purpose of this paper is twofold. Firstly, we wish to give new sufficient conditions for a
foliationwith negatively curved leaves to admit a transverse invariantmeasure that are decisive for
establishing the aforementioned dichotomy (see [5]). Secondly, this paper serves as a companion
to [3]. In the latter, we were led to associate a notion of Gibbs measure for the foliated geodesic
flow to the now classical notion of Garnett’sharmonicmeasure (see [19]). Here, we associate a new
family of measures on a manifoldM foliated by negatively curved manifolds, called φu-harmonic
measure, to the notion of Gibbs u-states already mentioned (see also Definition 4.1) and study
some of their properties.
Existence of invariant measures. Plante was the first to give in [29] a sufficient condition for the
existence of a transverse invariant measure for a foliation F endowed with a leafwise metric. He
proved that if a leaf has a subexponential growth, then its closure supports a transverse invariant
measure. Later in [21], Ghys, Langevin and Walczak developed a notion of geometric entropy for
foliations and proved that its vanishing implies the existence of a transverse invariant measure.
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When the leaves ofF are hyperbolic Riemann surfaces there is another condition ensuring the
existence of a transverse invariant measure. In that case M̂ comes with three flows: the foliated
geodesic flow Gt and the foliated stable and unstable horocyclic flows H
±
t . The following folklore
result may be found for example in [10] and [24].
Any probability measure on M̂ which is invariant by the foliated geodesic flow and by both the
foliated horocyclic flows is totally invariant, meaning that it is locally the product of the Liouville
measure by a transverse holonomy invariantmeasure.
The proof follows from an elegant algebraic argument. Since all the leaves are hyperbolic sur-
faces they are uniformized by the upper half planeH endowed with the Poincaré metric. The unit
tangent bundle T 1H can be identified with the Lie group PSL2(R). The geodesic and the two horo-
cyclic flows are then identified with actions of 1-parameter subgroups of PSL2(R) by right trans-
lations. Moreover they generate all PSL2(R). Hence a measure invariant by these three subgroups
has to be invariant by the whole action of PSL2(R) by right translations. Thus it is a multiple of the
bi-invariantHaar measurewhich is identified with the Liouville measure of T 1H.
Consequently the conditional measures in the plaques of F̂ of any measure on M̂ invariant
by the joint action of the three foliated flows are proportional to the Liouville measure. Such a
measure reads locally as the product of the Liouville measure by a transverse invariant measure.
We are interested in the case where the leaves of F are of arbitrary dimension and with nega-
tive sectional curvature. In this case there are no horocyclic flows on M̂ anymore, but two stable
and unstable foliations which are continuous, subfoliate F̂ and, as we recall, are denoted by W s
and W u . We can define a Gibbs su-state as an invariant measure for the foliated geodesic flow Gt
which is both a Gibbs s-state and a Gibbs u-state. If one prefers it is a Gt -invariant probability
measure whose conditional measures along the leaves of both W s and W u are equivalent to the
Lebesgue measure. Themain result is
Theorem A. Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliated manifold endowed with a negatively curved leafwise
metric. Suppose the foliated geodesic flow admits a Gibbs su-state µ. Then µ is totally invariant
i.e. is locally the product of the Liouville measures of leaves of F̂ by a transverse invariantmeasure.
ThereforeF possesses a transverse invariantmeasure.
This theorem contains an implicit statement, namely that the existence of a transverse invari-
ant measure for F̂ implies the existence of a transverse invariant measure forF . In fact these two
assertions are equivalent as explained in Proposition 3.1.
The Lie group action argument we gave above will be replaced by an argument of absolute
continuity of stable and unstable subfoliations, which will allow us to prove that all Gibbs su-
states are totally invariant. The principle behind this result, which is the cornerstone of [2], is that
prescribing both themeasure classes of the conditional measures of aGt -invariantmeasure in the
stable and unstablemanifolds is very restrictive and implies the existence of a transverse invariant
measure, which is a rare phenomenon.
Note that this theorem implies that foliated geodesic flows ofmost smooth foliations with neg-
atively curved leaves don’t preserve any smoothmeasure. Indeed, assume thatM is equippedwith
a smooth Riemannian metric whose restriction to the leaves has negative sectional curvature ev-
erywhere (see [5] for a discussion on the existence of such metrics). Suppose the foliated geodesic
flowGt preserves a smooth measure. Using the absolute continuity of the stable and unstable fo-
liations (see Theorem 3.8), the conditional measures in local stable and unstable manifolds of this
measure are both equivalent to the Lebesgue measure. We deduce that such a measure is a Gibbs
su-state and Theorem A implies that there must exist a transverse invariant measure.
There is a relation with Walczak’s work on dynamics of the foliated geodesic flow [35]. He
proved that when (M ,F ) is endowed with a Riemannianmetric (the leaves are not supposed to be
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negatively curved), the foliated geodesic flow of M̂ preserves the Riemannian volume of M̂ if and
only if F is transversally minimal (see [35] for further details).
Corollary B. Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliated manifold endowed with a smooth Riemannian met-
ric. Assume that for the induced leafwise metric, all leaves are negatively curved. Assume that the
foliated geodesic flow of T 1F preserves a smooth measure. Then this measure is totally invariant.
φu-harmonicmeasures. When the leaves ofF are hyperbolic, the basepoint projection induces
a bijective correspondence between Gibbs u-states (which aremeasures on M̂) and Garnett’s har-
monic measures (which are measures on M : see [19] and Definition 2.7 for the definition). This
has been proven in [7, 24] (for leaves of dimension 2) and in [3] (for leaves of higher dimension).
As shown in [3] the situation is more subtle when the curvature varies.
Our goal is to show the existence of a canonical bijective correspondence between Gibbs u-
states (whose existence is stated in Theorem4.2) and a certain type ofmeasure onM with a special
local form. Namely, this class consists of measures whose conditional measures in the plaques of
F have densities with respect to Lebesgue, these densities having an integral form reminescent of
the Poisson representation of harmonic functions of negatvely curved manifolds (see [6]). Let us
be more precise.
Let L be a leaf of F , and L˜ be its universal cover. It is a complete connected and simply con-
nected Riemannian manifold whose sectional curvature is pinched between two negative con-
stants. Therefore it can be compactified by adding a topological sphere L˜(∞). This sphere is de-
fined as the set of equivalence classes of geodesic rays for the relation “stay at bounded distance”.
Say a vector v ∈ T 1L˜ points to ξ ∈ L˜(∞) if ξ is the equivalence class of the geodesic ray it directs.
z
vξ,z
ξ
t′ = βξ(y, z)
y
vξ,y
t
G
−t′−t(vξ,z)
G
−t(vξ,y)
G
−t′(vξ,z)
Figure 2: Construction of the Gibbs kernel
Let J ut = det(DGt )|Eu denote the Jacobian of the time t of the flow in the unstable direction
and let βξ denotes the Busemann function at ξ ∈ L˜(∞) (see §5.1 for the definition). One defines
the Gibbs kernel ku on L˜× L˜× L˜(∞) by the formula
ku(y,z;ξ)= lim
t→∞
J u
−t−βξ(y,z)
(vξ,z)
J u
−t (vξ,y )
,
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where vξ,z is the unit vector based at z such that −vξ,z points to ξ. We justify the existence of this
limit in §5.2.
We define a φu-harmonic function on L˜ as a function which has an integral representation
h(z)=
ˆ
L˜(∞)
ku(o,z;ξ)dηo(ξ),
where o ∈ L˜ is a base point and ηo is a finite Borel measure on L˜(∞). When L is hyperbolic, the
Gibbs kernel coincides with the usual Poisson kernel (see Remark 5.4) andφu-harmonic functions
are in fact harmonic (recall that a function is harmonic if its laplacian vanishes everywhere).
A φu-harmonic measure for F is a probability measure on M which has Lebesgue disintegra-
tion for F , and whose local densities in the plaques with respect to the Lebesgue measure are
φu-harmonic functions.
If one copies verbatim the definition above replacing “φu-harmonic” by “harmonic” one ob-
tains Garnett’s definition of harmonic measures (see [19] and Definition 2.7). In particular, when
the leaves of F are hyperbolic all φu-harmonicmeasures for F are in fact harmonic.
The next theorem provides a canonical one-to-one correspondence between Gibbs u-states
and φu-harmonic measures. In particular, it provides the existence of φu-harmonic measures for
foliations with negatively curved leaves.
Theorem C. Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliated manifold endowed with a negatively curved leafwise
metric. Let T be a complete transversal to F .
• For every Gibbs u-state for the foliated geodesic flow Gt , there exists a unique φu-harmonic
measure for F inducing the same measure on T .
• Reciprocally, for every φu-harmonicmeasure for F , there exists a unique Gibbs u-state for Gt
inducing the samemeasure on T .
Wewill postpone the definitions of complete transversals and induced measures until §5.4.3.
The nameφu-harmonic has been chosen because Gibbs u-states come from a potential that is
usually denoted by φu (see [15] for example and Formula (5.30) for the definition of the potential).
This choice of terminology is coherent with the notion of F -harmonic measures introduced in [2]
for foliated bundles and general potentials.
Ergodic decomposition. Using Theorem C we are able to study the structure of the space of φu-
harmonic measures. Say a φu-harmonicm is ergodic if we havem(X )= 0 or 1 for every Borel set
X ⊂M which is saturated by F .
Theorem D (Ergodic decomposition). Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliated manifold endowed with a
negatively curved leafwise metric. The space H arφ
u
(F ) of φu-harmonic measures for F is a non
empty convex set whose extremal points are given by the ergodic measures.
Moreover, there exists a Borel set X which is full for all φu-harmonic measures, as well as a
unique family (mx )x∈X of probability measures on M such that:
1. for all x ∈X , mx is an ergodic φu-harmonicmeasure;
2. if x, y ∈X belong to the same leaf thenmx =my ;
3. for every φu-harmonicmeasurem, we have:
m =
ˆ
X
mx dm(x).
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The proof of this theorem uses the fact that ergodic components of Gibbs u-states are still
Gibbsu-states (see Theorem4.2). Themeasuresmx of the theoremabove are the images of ergodic
components of Gibbs-u-states by the correspondence given in Theorem C. More details will be
found in §5.5.2.
Generalization of a theoremofMatsumoto. In [25]Matsumoto considered closed foliatedman-
ifolds (M ,F ) with hyperbolic leaves and their harmonic measures (in the sense of Garnett [19]).
Following Matsumoto’s terminology we say that a property holds for anm-typical leaf (or just typ-
ical when there is no ambiguity) if it holds in a saturated Borel set full form. Matsumoto showed
that the extension by holonomy of a local harmonic density on a typical leaf L (see Lemma 2.8 for
more details about extension of local densities by holonomy) defines, up to multiplication by a
constant, a harmonic function on its universal cover L˜ called the characteristic function of L de-
noted by hL. Using the Poisson representation of harmonic functions, we see that the function hL
is associated to a measure on L˜(∞) denoted by ηL . Its measure class [ηL] only depends on the leaf
L, and we call it the characteristicmeasure class of L.
By analyzing the properties of Brownian motion tangent to the leaves, he proved the following
Theorem 1.1 (Matsumoto). Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliatied manifold whose leaves are hyperbolic
manifolds. Let m be a harmonic measure which is not totally invariant, i.e. which is not locally
the product of the Lebesgue measure of the plaques by a transverse invariant measure. Then for
m-almost every leaf L, the characteristic measure class [ηL] on L˜(∞) is singular with respect to the
Lebesguemeasure. Moreover, the characteristic function of m-almost every leaf is unbounded.
When the curvatures of the leaves of F are variable andm is a φu-harmonic measure, we can
define the characteristic φu-harmonic function as well as the characteristic measure class of m-
almost every leaf L in the same way (see §6.2 for the details). Moreover there is a way to associate
canonically to every transverse measure a φu-invariant measure, which we call totally invariant
(see Definition 5.6).
If L is a leaf of F and z ∈ L˜, T 1z L˜ can be identified to L˜(∞) by sending a vector v on the equiv-
alence class of the geodesic ray it directs. Pushing the Lebesgue measure of T 1z L˜ by this identifica-
tion provides a measure on L˜(∞) which depends on z. However it can be shown (see Lemma 6.1)
that its measure class does not. We call it the visibility class of L˜(∞).
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition on the densities of φu-harmonic measures
for the existence of a transverse invariant measure. It implies Matsumoto’s result (we explain how
in §6.2). The proof of this theorem is dynamical and only relies on the absolute continuity of
horospheric subfoliations.
Theorem E. Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliated manifold endowed with a negatively curved leafwise
metric. Let m be a non totally invariant φu-harmonicmeasure. Then for m-almost every leaf L, the
characteristicmeasure class [ηL] on L˜(∞) is singular with respect to the visibility class.
Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we will give the basic properties of transverse measures
for foliations as well as of the associated cocycles. In Section 3, we introduce the foliated geodesic
flow and study its hyperbolic properties when the leaves are negatively curved. We state theo-
rems of existence and absolute continuity of stable and unstable foliations, and discuss the local
product structure of the Liouville measure inside the leaves. In Section 4, we prove Theorem A.
In Section 5 we define φu-harmonic measures, prove Theorem C and obtain some basic results
about the ergodic theory of these measures. Finally in Section 6, we prove our generalization of
Matsumoto’s theorem.
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2 Transversemeasures for foliations
2.1 Foliations and holonomy
Foliations. A closed manifold (C∞, compact and boundaryless) M of dimension n possesses a
foliation of dimension d and of class C∞ (we will say that (M ,F ) is a closed foliated manifold) if
it is endowed with a finite foliated atlas A = (Ui ,φi )i∈I . This means that (Ui )i∈I is a finite open
cover ofM , thatφi :Ui→Pi ×Ti is aC∞-diffeomorphism, where Pi and Ti are cubes of respective
dimensions d and n−d and that whenUi ∩U j 6= ;, the corresponding changes of charts φ j ◦φ−1i :
φi (Ui ∩U j )→φ j (Ui ∩U j ) areC∞-diffeomorphisms of the form
φ j ◦φ
−1
i (z,x)= (ζi j (z,x),τi j (x)), (2.1)
where (z,x) ∈ φi (Ui ∩U j ). Here τi j is a diffeomorphism between Si = pi ◦φi (Ui ∩U j ) and S j =
p j ◦φ j (Ui ∩U j ) where pi denotes the natural projection Pi ×Ti→Ti (p j is defined similarly). The
map ζi j is a smooth map such that ζi j (.,x) maps diffeomorphically φi (Ui ∩U j )∩ (Pi × {x}) onto
φ j (Ui ∩U j )∩ (P j × {τi j (x)}) for every x ∈ Si .
Ui
Uj
φi
φj
φj ◦ φ
−1
i
Figure 3: Changes of charts
The sets φ−1i (Pi × {x}) are called plaques. Since the changes of charts have this very particular
form,we can glue the plaques together, so as to obtain a partition ofM by immersed submanifolds,
called the leaves of F . We will denote by (Pi (x))x∈Ti ,i∈I , the plaques of F and, abusively, we will
always identify the transversals Ti with their preimages φ−1i ({zi }×Ti ) for some choice zi . Such a
collection of embedded submanifolds transverse to the leaves andwhose unionT meets each leaf
is called a complete system of transversals. Finally we identify the maps τi j with diffeomorphisms
between open sets of T .
Remark 2.1. We chose for commodity to work with smooth foliations but thework presented here
would be also valid in themore general case of laminations of compactmetric spaces bymanifolds
of class C3 as defined in [20] for example (we explain in Remark 2.3 why we needC3).
Leafwisemetrics. Say a closed foliated manifold (M ,F ) is endowed with a leafwise metric if
• each leaf L possesses aC∞ Riemannianmetric denoted by gL;
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• the metric gL varies continuously transversally in local charts in theC∞-topology.
Remark 2.2. Let A = (Ui ,φi )i∈I be a foliated atlas for F , which we assume to be endowed with
a leafwise metric. By definition, if we push forward by φi the metric of the plaque φ−1i (Pi × {x}),
x ∈ Ti , we obtain a metric on Pi denoted by gi (x) which varies continuously with x in the smooth
topology. Assume thatUi ∩U j 6= ;. Then the function ζi j (.,x), where it is defined, is an isometry
between gi (x) and g j (τi j (x)).
Remark 2.3. We chose to stay in the C∞-regularity by commodity, and in the sequel, “smooth”
will always refer to this regularity. But we could also have stayed in the C3-regularity where the
results would hold true as well. We can’t ask for lower regularity since our results strongly depend
on the absolute continuity of some subfoliations invariant by the foliated geodesic flow, which is
automatic when the flow isC2 in the leaves (see the discussion in the next Section).
Remark 2.4. SinceM is compact, a leafwisemetric givesuniformly bounded geometry to the leaves
of F , i.e. their injectivity radii are bounded uniformly from below, and their sectional curvatures
are uniformly pinched.
Remark 2.5. Our leafwise metrics don’t come a priori from ambient smooth metrics. Indeed it
would be too restrictive as shows the following example. Consider a foliation by hyperbolic Rie-
mann surfaces (the universal cover of each leaf is conformally equivalent to a disc). Candel proves
in [16] that all the leaves can be simultaneously uniformized in the sense that there exists a leaf-
wise hyperbolic metric (in the sense defined above), i.e. the curvature of each leaf is everywhere
−1. However, this leafwise metric does not need to be induced by an ambient Riemannianmetric.
It does not even need to vary smoothly transversally. We refer to [4] for the construction of various
leafwise hyperbolic metrics for a Riemann surface foliation known as the Hirsch foliation which
don’t vary smoothly transversally.
Definition 2.1. When all leaves have negative sectional curvatures, we say that the leafwise metric
is negatively curved.
Holonomy. Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliatedmanifold. Fix a foliated atlasA = (Ui ,φi )i∈I ofM and
suppose it is a good foliated atlas in the sense that
1. if two plaques intersect each other, their intersection is connected;
2. if two chartsUi andU j intersect each other, thenUi ∪U j is included in a foliated chart. Thus
a plaque ofUi intersects at most one plaque ofU j .
We can define a complete transversalT as the union of all the Ti . Recall that we chose to iden-
tify Ti and a local transversal φ−1i ({zi }×Ti ), and thus to consider points of T as points of M , and
to identify the maps τi j with local diffeomorphisms of T . The maps τi j generate a pseudogroup
P of local diffeomorphisms of T , called the holonomy pseudogroup of F .
Also, we can define the holonomy map along a path. If c : [0,1]→M is a path tangent to a
leaf, and Ti and T j are submanifolds transverse to F containing c(0) and c(1), there exist two
neighbourhoods Si ⊂Ti and S j ⊂T j of c(0) and c(1) respectively such that we can send every x ∈ Si
onto τc (x) ∈U1 by sliding along the leaves of F . More precisely, if we consider any chain of charts
that cover c , sayUi0 , ...,Uin , then τc is defined as the composition τin−1in ◦ ...◦τi1i0 . The germ at c(0)
of τc : Si→S j does not depend on the choice of c nor does it on the choice of the chain of charts,
but only on the homotopy class of c .
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2.2 Transversemeasures and cocycles
Invariant measures. Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliated manifold endowed with a good foliated at-
las. We have a dynamical system given by the action of the holonomy pseudogroup P on the
complete transversal T . We say that a finite Borel measure ν on T is invariant by an element
τ ∈ P if ν(τA) = ν(A) for every Borel set A included in the domain of τ. A transverse invariant
measure is a finite measure on T that is invariant by the action of each element of P . Note that
the existence of a transverse invariant measure is extremely rare.
In [14], in order to prove the unique ergodicity of horocycle foliations, Bowen and Marcus
introduce another notion of transverse invariant measure that is equivalent to the one we just
defined and is maybe more adapted to the theory of dynamical systems. In the sequel we will
make use of both notions.
Let (Ti )i∈I be a complete systemof transversals to the foliation. A transverse invariantmeasure
is a family of finite nonnegative measures (νi )i∈I satisfying
1. νi (Ti )> 0 for some i ∈ I ;
2. if for i , j ∈ I there is a holonomy map τ : Si→S j between two open sets Si ⊂Ti and S j ⊂T j ,
then for any Borel set Ai ⊂Si we have νi (Ai )=ν j (τ(Ai )).
Totally invariant measures. Assume that the foliation F is endowed with a leafwise metric and
possesses a transverse invariant measure (νi )i∈I . Then, if νi (Ti ) > 0, it is possible inside Ui to
integrate the volume of the plaques against νi . We obtain this way a measuremi in the chartUi .
Since the family of measures (νi )i∈I is holonomy-invariant, these local measures glue together
and provide a finite measurem on M . Such a measure will be from now one called totally invari-
ant.
Quasi-invariant measures. Most foliations don’t possess transverse invariant measures. Thus,
we are led to consider invariantmeasure classes on a complete transversal.
We say that a finite Borel measure ν on T is quasi-invariant by the holonomy pseudogroup
P if for every τ ∈P and every Borel set A lying in the domain of τ such that ν(A)= 0, we still have
ν(τA)= 0.
We associate to each transverse quasi-invariantmeasure the so called Radon-Nikodymcocycle,
defined for every τ∈P and ν-almost every x inside the range of τ by
k(τ,x)=
d [τ∗ν]
dν
(x).
We refer to [22] for a very interesting discussion about Radon-Nikodym cocycles.
Full and saturated sets. The following lemma states that without loss of generality, one can as-
sume that a Borel subset of a complete transversal which is of full measure for a transverse quasi-
invariant measure is holonomy-invariant.
Lemma 2.2. Let ν be a finite Borel measure on T which is quasi-invariant by the action of the
holonomy pseudogroupP . Let X ⊂T be Borel set of full measure for ν. Then there exists a Borel set
Y ⊂X such that
1. Y is of full measure for ν:
2. Y is saturated for the action of P i.e. for every y ∈ Y the orbitP y is included in Y .
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Proof. Let ν and X be such as in the statement. We assume thatT is associated to a good foliated
atlas A = (Ui ,φi )i∈I , i.e. we have T =
⋃
i∈I Ti . WhenUi ∩U j 6= ;, we set Xi j = X ∩dom(τi j )⊂Ti
(where dom(τi j ) denotes the domain of the holonomy map τi j ).
Set X ′j i = X j i \τi j (Xi j )⊂T j . Since the class of ν is preserved by the holonomy maps τi j and
Xi j is full in dom(τi j ) we have ν(X ′j i )= 0.
Define Y = X \
⋃
i , j X
′
i j . This is a Borel set which is full for ν (since the sets X
′
i j are null). Let
Yi j = Y ∩dom(τi j ). One checks that for every i , j the sets τi j (Yi j ) and Y j i coincide. This implies
that the set Y is invariant by every map τi j and thus that Y is saturated by P .
Ghys’ lemma. The following lemma, due to Ghys (see [20, pp.413-414]), will be useful all along
this text. Ghys stated it for some special families of transverse measures associated to harmonic
measures (seeDefinition 2.7). In his proof, that we recall below, he only needs the quasi-invariance
of the families of measures.
Lemma 2.3 (Ghys). Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliated manifold and let T be a complete transversal.
Let ν be ameasure onT quasi-invariant by the action of the holonomy pseudogroupP . Then there
exists a Borel set X0⊂T which is full for ν, and saturated by the action of P , such that for every
x ∈X0 and every τ∈P that fixes x, we have
d [τ∗ν]
dν
(x)= 1.
Proof. The Radon-Nikodym cocycle d [τ∗ν]/dν, τ ∈P allows us to define for every x lying in the
support of ν a morphism pi1(Lx ,x)→(0,∞). We want to prove that, almost surely, it is trivial.
Let τ ∈P . Consider the Borel set constituted of points x ∈T which are fixed by τ and satisfy
d [τ∗ν]/dν (x) < 1. By definition, this set is fixed by τ, and its measure is contracted by τ. Hence,
it has measure zero. By considering τ−1, we can prove that the set of points x which are fixed by
τ and satisfy d [τ∗ν]/dν(x)> 1 has also measure zero. It follows that the set of points x fixed by τ
and such that d [τ∗ν]/dν(x) 6= 1 has zero measure for ν.
The pseudogroup P is finitely generated. In particular, it is countable. Using the σ-additivity
of ν, we see that the set of points which are fixed by an element of the pseudogroup P with Jaco-
bian 6= 1 is of measure zero for ν. Denote by X0 the complement of this set. We have to show that
it is saturated by the action of the pseudogroup.
The groups of germs of holonomy transformations which fix two points of the same leaf are
conjugated. Thus if x ∈ X0, we see that for every y ∈ Lx , and τ ∈ P that fixes y , we also have
d [τ∗ν]/dν(y)= 1. This shows that X0 is saturated by P , completing the proof of the lemma.
We have the following useful interpretation of Ghys’ lemma. For ν-almost every point x ∈T
we have, if τ1,τ2 ∈P contain x in their domains and satisfy τ1(x)= τ2(x)
d
[
τ−11∗ν
]
dν
(x)=
d
[
τ−12∗ν
]
dν
(x). (2.2)
2.3 Disintegration and foliations
Disintegration of measures. Let us give a general discussion about Rokhlin’s theory of disinte-
gration of measures. For the details we refer to Rokhlin’s seminal paper [32]
LetZ be a compactmetric space,µ be a finite Borelmeasure onZ andΠ be a partitionmodulo
µ of Z into measurable sets (i.e. the intersection of two distinct atoms of Π is null for µ while the
union of all atoms of Π is full). Say the partition Π is measurable if there exist a set F0 full for µ
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as well as a countable family of measurable sets (Bn)n∈N such that for every pair of distinct atoms
(A1,A2) of Π there exists n ∈N such that:
A1∩F0⊂Bn and A2∩F0⊂
cBn or A1∩F0⊂
cBn and A2∩F0⊂Bn .
Let p :Z →Π denotes the natural projection which associates to z ∈Z the atom containing it, we
define ν= p∗µ. The set Π is endowed with the image by p of the Borel σ-algebra.
Definition 2.4 (Disintegration). A disintegration of µ with respect to ν is a family of measures
(µP )P∈Π, called conditional measures, such that:
1. µP (P)= 1 for ν-almost every P ∈Π;
2. for every continuous function f :Z →R the map P 7→
´
P f dµP is measurable and:ˆ
Z
f dµ=
ˆ
Π
(ˆ
P
f dµP
)
dν(P).
We will often denote the disintegration by:
dµ= (dµP ) dν(P).
Theorem 2.5 (Rokhlin). LetZ be a compact metric space,Π be ameasurable partition. Every finite
Borel measure µ can be disintegrated on the atoms of Π with respect to its projection. Moreover the
disintegration is unique up to a zero measure set inΠ.
Remark 2.6. We can disintegrate µwith respect to anymeasure ν′ equivalent to the projection. But
in that case, the new conditional measures µ′P are no longer probability measures: by uniqueness
in Rokhlin’s theorem, they are obtained by multiplication of µP by the Radon-Nikodym derivative
dν/dν′(P).
Remark 2.7. If Z =X ×Y where X and Y are compact metric spaces the trivial partition Π =
(X × {y})y∈Y is measurable.
More generally the fibers of a continuous fiber bundle p : Z →Y with fiber X , with X ,Y
compact metric spaces, form a measurable partition of Z .
Finally in general the leaves of a foliation form a partition which is not measurable. However
since this partition is locally trivial, it is possible to disintegrate locally probability measures in the
local foliated charts.
Lebesguedisintegrationand cocycles. Assumenow that (M ,F ) is endowedwith a leafwisemet-
ric. In particular each leaf of F is endowed with a volume form.
Definition 2.6 (Lebesgue disintegration). We say that a probabilitymeasurem onM has Lebesgue
disintegration for F if for every foliated chartU the conditional measures of the restriction m|U in
the plaques ofU are equivalent to the volume of the plaques.
We say that a probabilitymeasurem on M has Lebesgue-singular disintegration forF if for ev-
ery foliated chartU the conditionalmeasures of the restrictionm|U in the plaques ofU are singular
with respect to the volume of the plaques.
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Let m be a measure on M which has Lebesgue disintegration for F . We can associate to m
a family of transverse quasi-invariant measures as well as a Radon-Nikodym cocycle. Indeed, let
A = (Ui ,φi )i∈I be a good foliated atlas. Consider a chart of the formUi =
⋃
x∈Ti Pi (x) satisfying
m(Ui )> 0. In restriction toUi ,m disintegrates as follows
dm|Ui =
(
hi (z,x)dLebPi (x)(z)
)
dνi (x), (2.3)
where νi is a finite Borel measure on Ti , LebPi (x) denotes the Lebesgue measure of the plaque
Pi (x) and hi is a measurable function ofUi such that for νi -almost every x, hi (.,x) is positive and
Lebesgue-integrable on Pi (x) (we use here an abusive identification betweenUi and Pi ×Ti ).
Then the family of transversemeasures (νi )i∈I is quasi-invariant by theholonomypseudogroup.
Indeed, ifm(Ui ∩U j )> 0 the evaluation ofm onUi ∩U j gives
dm|Ui∩U j =
(
hi (z,x)dLebPi (x)∩P j (τi j (x))(z)
)
dνi (x)
=
(
h j (z,τi j (x))dLebPi (x)∩P j (τi j (x))(z)
)
d [τ−1i j∗ν j ](x).
In particular, we find that for, νi -almost all x ∈ Ti
d [τ−1i j∗ν j ]
dνi
(x)=
hi (z,x)
h j (z,τi j (x))
. (2.4)
Note that in particular the right hand side of (2.4) does not depend on z.
Harmonic measures. When (M ,F ) is endowed with a leafwise metric, there exist special mea-
sures with Lebesgue disintegration called harmonic and which have been widely studied. See
for example Ghys’ topological classification for “generic” leaves of a Riemann surface lamination
given in [20]. There, a leaf is generic if it belongs to a saturated Borel set full for every harmonic
measure.
Every leaf L possesses a Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆L. Recall that a real function h defined on
a leaf L is said to be harmonic if it is of classC2 and if ∆Lh = 0.
Definition2.7 (Harmonicmeasures). Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliatedmanifold endowedwith a leaf-
wise metric. A probability measure m on M is said to be harmonic if it has Lebesgue disintegration
for F , and if the local densities with respect to the Lebesgue measure of the plaques are harmonic
functions.
In other words for every foliated chart Ui with m(Ui ) > 0 the restriction m|Ui disintegrates as
(2.3) for some finite Borel measure νi on the transversal Ti and some measurable function hi such
that for νi -almost every x, hi (.,x) is a positive function of Pi (x)which is of class C2 and harmonic.
Harmonicmeasures have been introduced, and their existence has been proven, by Garnett in
[19]. They describe the behaviour of Brownian paths tangent to the leaves of F (we refer to [19]
for further details).
Remark 2.8. Note that totally invariant measures, when they exist, are harmonic measures since
the local densities in the plaques are constant functions which are in particular harmonic. In that
sense, harmonicmeasures are generalizations of transverse invariant measures.
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Extension of local densities. The proof of the next lemma is a straightforward application of
Ghys’ lemma (see [20, p.414]) and more precisely of the interpretation given by Formula 2.2. It
states thatwhen ameasurem has Lebesguedisintegration, the local densitywith respect to Lebesgue
defined in a typical plaque can be extended to the whole leaf.
Lemma 2.8. Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliated manifold endowed with a leafwise metric. Let m be a
measurewith Lebesgue disintegration forF . Then there is a full and saturatedBorel setX ⊂M such
that for every y ∈X , if y ∈ Pi0(x)⊂Ui0 , for some i0 ∈ I , and x ∈ Ti0 , the following formula defines a
positive and measurable function of z ∈ Ly
Hx(z)=
d [τ−1c∗νi ]
dνi0
(x)hi (z,τc (x)), (2.5)
where z ∈Ui , c is any path joining y and z, and τc is a holonomymap along c.
3 The foliated geodesic flow of foliations with negatively curved leaves
3.1 Definitions
LetM be a closed manifold endowed with a smooth foliation F of dimension d ≥ 2.
The unit tangent bundle. In what remains of the article M̂ shall denote the unit tangent bundle
of F i.e. the set of unit vectors tangent to the leaves of F . It is a closed manifold endowed with
a foliation that we will denote by F̂ whose leaves are the unit tangent bundles of leaves of F . We
shall also denote by pr : M̂→M the basepoint projection which associates to each vector tangent
to F its basepoint.
When v ∈ M̂ wewill often denote by L̂v the leaf of v , that isT 1Lx where x denotes the basepoint
of v and Lx , the leaf of x. We will also often denote by T 1xF the unit tangent fiber T
1
x Lx . Note that
these unit tangent fibers (which are the fibers of pr ) form a subfoliation of F̂ . In the sequel, we
shall denote this foliation by UF .
The foliations F and F̂ have the same holonomy. More precisely, consider a good atlas A of
F . By lifting A via pr , one obtains an atlas Â of M̂ consisting of local diffeomorphisms φ̂i :
Ûi→T 1Pi ×Ti . The changes of charts are of the form
φ̂ j ◦ φ̂
−1
i : ((z,v),x) ∈ φ̂i (Ui ∩U j ) 7→
(
(ζi j (z,v),Dzζi j (.,x)v),τi j (x)
)
∈ φ̂ j (Ui ∩U j ),
where Dzζi j (.,x) denotes the derivative at z of z 7→ ζi j (z,x). Note that the definition is coherent
since by Remark 2.2 Dzζi j (.,x) sends T 1z Pi onto T
1
ζi j (z,x)
P j .
Since each plaque of A is diffeomorphic to an open cube it is contractible. Hence pr induces
a trivial bundle over such a plaque. In particular the charts Ûi are trivially foliated by fibers of pr
(which are spheres) and can be covered by open sets which trivialize jointly the foliations induced
by fibers of pr and by leaves of F . This provides a foliated atlas B for F̂ , such that the holonomy
along a path tangent to a fiber of pr is trivial. Finally the respective pseudogroups of F and F̂
associated to A andB, acting on the system of transversals (Ti )i∈I , are the same. In particular we
get the following
Proposition 3.1. F admits a transverse invariantmeasure if and only if F̂ does.
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The foliated Sasaki metric. We refer to [27, §1.3.1] for further details about this topic. Let L be
a leaf of F and gL the corresponding Riemannian metric. The bundle T TL splits as follows. Let
Z ∈ T TL and X be a smooth curve of TL with X˙ (0) = Z and c = pr ◦ X . The correspondence
Z 7→
(
c˙(0), Ddt
∣∣
t=0 X
)
provides a bundle isomorphism ι : T TL→H ⊕V , where both H and V are
copies of the pull-back of TL by pr (H and V are respectively called the horizontal and vertical
bundles). Here D/dt denotes the covariant derivative for the Levi-Civita connection. Recall that
the local coefficients of this connection, which are called the Christoffel’s symbols, only depend on
the 1-jet of the metric gL (see [18, Chapter 2, Section 3]).
By pulling-back by pr on the bundles H and V the bundle metric of TL (i.e. the field of
quadratic forms in the fibers given by gL), one defines a natural bundle metric on H ⊕V which
makes H and V orthogonal. By pulling-back this metric by ι one defines a bundle metric on T TL.
The resulting Riemannian metric on TL is called the Sasaki metric. This metric only depends on
the 1-jet of gL (as does the identification ι). In particular, it varies locally continuously with the
metric gL . We consider the restriction, which we denote by ĝL̂ , of this Riemannian metric to T
1L,
which from now on we denote by L̂.
The discussion above proves that the assignment L̂ 7→ ĝL̂ is a leafwise metric on M̂ . We shall
refer to it as the foliated Sasaki metric.
The foliated geodesic flow. A vector v ∈ M̂ directs a unique geodesic inside Lv . We defineGt (v)
by flowing v along this geodesic at unit speed during a time t . This flow Gt is called the foliated
geodesic flow.
This flow is C∞ inside the leaves of F̂ and varies continuously in the C∞-topology with the
transverse parameter. Indeed, the geodesics are solutions of the geodesic equationwhich is a sec-
ond order ODE whose coefficients are locally given by the Christoffel’s symbols (see [18, Chapter
3, Section 2]). Therefore, this equation as well as its solutions are continuous with the metric in
theC∞-topology.
3.2 Foliated hyperbolicity.
Until the end of the paper we assume that (M ,F ) is endowed with a negatively curved leafwise
metric. Note that by Remark 2.4 the sectional curvature of every leaf is everywhere pinched be-
tween two uniform negative constants denoted by −b2 ≤−a2 < 0.
If v,w belong to the same leaf L̂ we denote by distF̂ (v,w ) the distance between them for the
Sasaki metric ĝL̂ on L̂. When r > 0 we denote by BF̂ (v,r ) the ball inside L̂v centered at v of radius
r for distF̂ .
The leaves of F are not compact a priori. But since they are leaves of a foliation of a compact
manifold, there has to be some sort of recurrence in their geometries (see Remark 2.4). In partic-
ular this will enable us to recover some of the fundamental tools of uniform hyperbolic dynamics.
Most of the proofs can be copied without modification from the classical results, for which we will
give precise references. In the sequel T F̂ shall denote the tangent bundle of F̂ , i.e. the subbundle
of T M̂ consisting of vectors which are tangent to some leaf of F̂ .
Invariant bundles. Following [8, Chapter IV], one proves that there are two continuous andDGt-
invariant subbundles of T F̂ of the same dimension d −1 (d being the dimension of F ) denoted
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by E s and Eu such that
a
b
e−bt ||vs || ≤ ||DGt (vs)|| ≤
b
a
e−at ||vs || if vs ∈ E s and t > 0
a
b
e−bt ||vu|| ≤ ||DG−t (vu)|| ≤
b
a
e−at ||vu || if vu ∈ Eu and t > 0.
(3.6)
We then have the following continuous and DGt -invariant splitting of the tangent bundle of
the foliation
T F̂ =E s ⊕E c ⊕Eu , (3.7)
where E c = RX , X being the generator of the foliated geodesic flow. We will also set E cs = E s ⊕E c
and E cu =Eu⊕E c . These continuous andDGt -invariant subbundles are respectively called center-
stable and center-unstable bundles.
Let us recapitulate. Gt is a continuous flow, which is smooth inside the leaves and varies
transversally continuously in the smooth topology. It preserves a continuous splitting of T F̂ of
the form (3.7) where the first and last factors are respectively uniformly exponentially contracted
and expanded byDGt . This is precisely the definition of foliated hyperbolicity given in [11].
When L is a leaf of F and E is a subbundle of T L̂ we define the distance δ(E (x),E (y)) as the
Hausdorff distance in T L̂ of the unit spheres of E (x) and E (y). Brin’s proof of [8, Proposition 4.4.]
can be copied verbatim in order to get the
Proposition 3.2. TheDGt -invariant distributionsE s ,Eu ,E cs ,E cu are uniformlyHölder continuous
in the leaves of F̂ .
Stable and unstable manifolds. In the following theorem we use the notations defined in the
preceding paragraphs.
Theorem 3.3 (Stable manifold theorem). Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliated manifold endowed with a
negatively curved leafwise metric. For any v ∈ M̂, there exists a pair of C∞ open discs embedded in
the leaf of v which contain v and are denoted byW sloc (v) andW
u
loc (v) such that
1. TvW sloc (v)= E
s(v) and TvW uloc (v)= E
u(v);
2. for any t ≥ 0, Gt (W sloc (v))⊂W
s
loc (Gt (v)) andG−t (W
u
loc (v))⊂W
u
loc (G−t (v));
3. there exist immersed global manifolds that subfoliate F̂ defined by
W s (v)=
⋃
t≥0
G−t (W
s
loc (Gt (v)))
W u(v)=
⋃
t≥0
Gt (W
u
loc (G−t (v))).
The sets W sloc (v) and W
u
loc (v) are respectively called the local stable and unstable manifolds of v.
These local manifolds vary continuously with the point v in the C∞-topology (in the leaves, and
also transversally). The global manifolds are characterized by the following dynamical properties
W s (v)=
{
w ∈ L̂v ; lim
t→∞
distF̂ (Gt (v),Gt (w ))= 0
}
W u(v)=
{
w ∈ L̂v ; lim
t→∞
distF̂ (G−t (v),G−t (w ))= 0
}
.
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Sketch of proof. The usual Stable Manifold Theorem given by [34, Theorem 6.2] adapts without
modification to this context (see also [11]).
Consider a continuous cone field C u around Eu which is tangent to F̂ and consider the set
Du of families (Duv )v∈M̂ of C
1-discs tangent to C u of a given small radius and continuous with v
for the C1-topology. Since the flow preserves F̂ and expands Eu , the time T0-map of the flowGT0
sends C u strictly inside itself for some T0 > 0. Moreover it acts on the space Du by rescaling the
discGT0(D
u
G−T0 (v)
) (see [34, Chap. 6] for more details).
Using the transverse contraction of the dynamics, we can prove that the preceeding action
has a fixed point in the family Du , which corresponds to the family of local unstable manifolds
W uloc (v), varying continuously with v ∈ M̂ in the C
1-topology (this cone field-method ensures the
continuity both tangentially and transversally).
In order to prove the regularity of the family of discs we make an inductive argument. We let
the derivative of the flow act on the tangent spaces of the discs of Du and prove that the natural
action is still a contraction.
W uloc(Gt(v))
T
v
Gt(v)
W sloc(v)
̂
Lv
Figure 4: Stable and unstable manifolds
Invariant foliations and local product structure. The collections (W s (v))v∈M̂ and (W
u(v))v∈M̂
form two continuous subfoliations of F̂ that we call stable and unstable foliations. We denote
them respectively by W s andW u .
These foliations are invariant by the foliated geodesic flow, i.e. for every t ∈ R and v ∈ M̂ , we
haveGt (W s (v)))=W s(Gt (v)) andGt (W u (v)))=W u (Gt (v)).
The center-stable and center-unstable manifolds of a point x will be denoted by W cs(v) and
W cu(v). They are by definition the saturations of W s (v) and W u(v) in the direction of the flow.
These manifolds form two continuous subfoliations of F̂ denoted respectively by W cs and W cu
that we call the center-stable and center-unstable foliations.
For every t ∈ R and v ∈ M̂ , one has Gt (W cs (v)) = W cs (Gt (v)) = W cs (v) and Gt (W cu (v)) =
W cu(Gt (v))=W cu(v).
Let v ∈ M̂ and δ> 0 small enough. The stable manifold of radius δ, denoted byW s
δ
(v)⊂ L̂v , is
defined as the connected component of BF̂ (v,δ)∩W
s (v) containing v . The notationW sloc (v) will
be used to denote a stable manifold “with sufficiently small radius”. The same notations will be
used replacing s by u,cs or cu.
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The following proposition states that the leaves of F̂ possess a structure of local product which
is uniformly Hölder continuous. The proof of the local product structure may be found in [30,
Theorem 3.2]. The proof of the Hölder continuity is an application to our context of arguments of
[31]. The details can be found in an appendix of the author’s thesis [1].
Proposition 3.4 (Local product structure). For sufficiently small δ > 0 there exists γ = γ(δ) ∈ (0,δ)
such that for every v,w lying on the same leaf L̂ and satisfyingdistL̂(v,w )≤ 2γ thenW
cs
δ
(v)∩W u
δ
(w )
is a single point denoted by [v,w ]. Furthermore, the local function [., .] depends continuously on v
and w, and Hölder continuously with uniformHölder constants when v,w vary on the same leaf.
v
w
[v, w]
[w, v]
W uloc(v)
W csloc(v)
W csloc(w)
W uloc(w)
Figure 5: Local product structure
We will use the following convenient notation (see Figure 6). If v ∈ M̂ and Au⊂W uγ (v) and
Acs⊂W csγ (v), set
[Au ,Acs ]= {[vu ,vcs]; vu ∈ Au , vcs ∈ Acs}.
The set [W uγ (v),W
cs
γ (v)] will be denoted by Rv and called a rectangle. These rectangles are by
definition foliated by local stable and unstable manifolds and are open subset of the leaves.
[vu, vcs]vu ∈ Au
Au
vcs ∈ Acs
v
Acs
[Au, Acs]
W sloc(v)
Gt(v)
W csloc(v)
W uloc(v)
Figure 6: Constructing the rectangles
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Remark 3.1. Usually, we will call rectangle every set of the form Rv = [W uloc (v),W
cs
loc (v)], without
specifying the size of local unstable and center-stable manifolds.
By the stable manifold theorem themanifoldsW uloc (v) andW
cs
loc (v) vary transversally continu-
ously, and so does the local function [., .]. Hence it is possible to consider transversally continuous
families of rectangles Rv . This will allow us to consider foliated chartsU for F̂ of the form
U =
⋃
v∈T
Rv ,
where T is a transverse section of F̂ .
The unstable foliation as a limit. Consider the foliation UF whose leaves are the unit tangent
fibers (the fibers of pr : M̂→M ).
Lemma 3.5. The foliationsUF and W cs are transverse.
Proof. Recall that we introduced a bundle isomorphismT TL→H⊕V . If (x,v)∈ L̂, a vector tangent
to T 1x L is of the form (0,Y ), Y ∈ TxL. It is proven in [8, p.72] that a vector of E
cs(v) has the form
(X , J ′X (0)) where X ∈ TxL and JX denotes the unique stable Jacobi field along the geodesic directed
by v satisfying JX (0)= X (we refer to [8, Chapter IV] for the precise definitions). Hence these two
subspaces of T(x,v)L̂ are in direct sum.
For t ≥ 0 consider the image foliations UFt =Gt (UF ). An adaptation of the classical inclina-
tion lemma (or λ-lemma, see [34, Chapter 9]) shows the following
Theorem 3.6 (λ-lemma). The foliationUFt converges toW u in the C0-topology of plane fields.
3.3 Absolute continuity and local product structure of the volume in the leaves
Some notations. All along the text we will make use of the following notations.
First recall that the foliated geodesic flow preserves the unstable bundle Eu . We will denote
J ut (v)= det(DvGt )|Eu (v).
We define similarly J st ,J
cu
t andJ
cs
t . We call these functions respectively unstable, stable, center-
unstable and center-stable jacobians ofGt .
We will also denote by distu the distance on unstable manifolds induced by the foliated Sasaki
metric. The distances dists ,distcu ,distcs are defined similarly.
Also, in order to prevent the confusion with holonomies of the foliations F and F̂ , we chose
to adopt a special notation for holonomies of the invariant foliations. When v,w lie in a same leaf
of W u , we will use the following notation for the unstable holonomy between the respective local
center-stable manifolds
huv→w :W
cs
loc (v)→W
cs
loc (w ).
Analogous definitions are given for the holonomy maps hsv→w , h
cu
v→w , and h
cs
v→w .
The foliated Sasaki metric induces a Riemannian metric on the leaves of W u . We shall denote
by Lebuv the Lebesgue measure induced on W
u(v). The measures Lebsv , Leb
cu
v and Leb
cs
v are de-
fined similarly. In general, we will denote by LebW the Lebesgue (or Liouville in the context of unit
tangent bundles) measure on a RiemannianmanifoldW .
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3.3.1 Absolute continuity
Distortion controls. The following lemma gives foliated versions of two classical distortion con-
trols.
Lemma 3.7. There exist constants C0 > 0 and α0 > 0 such that for every v,w ∈ M̂ lying on the same
unstable leaf and for every t > 0
J u−t (v)
J u
−t (w )
≤ exp
(
C0distF̂ (v,w )
)
. (3.8)
and
J cs−t (v)
J cs
−t (w )
≤ exp
(
C0distF̂ (v,w )
α0
)
. (3.9)
In particular, the left hand sides of (3.8) and (3.9) have limits as t goes to∞.
Proof. We recall briefly the proofs of these distortion controls for the reader’s commodity (the
classical reference is [23, Lemma 3.2, Chapter III]). Let n ∈ N∗ and v,w ∈ M̂ lying in the same
unstable manifold.∣∣∣∣log J u−n(v)J u−n(w )
∣∣∣∣≤ n−1∑
i=0
| logJ u−1(G−i (v))− logJ
u
−1(G−i (w ))| ≤C
n−1∑
i=0
distF (G−i (v),G−i (w )),
whereC denotes a Lipshitz constant of logJ u
−1 in unstable manifolds (we use here that this func-
tion is uniformly C1 in unstable leaves: this comes from the fact that Eu is smooth along unsta-
ble manifolds). Using that v,w lie on the same unstable manifold, one sees that there is C ′ > 0
and λ > 0 such that the distF (G−i (v),G−i (w )) ≤ C ′ e−iλdistF (v,w ) and the result follows since∑
i≥0 e
−iλ<∞.
The second distortion control follows the same lines with a small change. We only know that
E cs is Hölder continuous along unstable manifolds.
Absolute continuity. We say that an invertible map h :W1→W2 between two smooth Rieman-
nian manifolds is absolutely continuous if both h and h−1 send sets of zero Lebesgue measure on
sets of zero Lebesguemeasure. In that case the Jacobianof h is well defined for LebW1-almost every
x as the Radon-Nikodym derivative
Jh(x)=
d
[
h−1∗ LebW2
]
dLebW1
(x).
The proof of the next theorem will be sketched in §7.1.
Theorem 3.8 (Absolute continuity). Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliated manifold endowed with a neg-
atively curved leafwise metric. Then the unstable holonomy maps are absolutely continuous, their
Jacobians are defined everywhere and satisfy the following.
1. For all v,w lying in the same unstablemanifold, one has
J huv→w (v)= limt→∞
J cs−t (v)
J cs−t (w )
. (3.10)
We refer to Figure 13 located at the beginning of §7.1 for an illustration of the formula, and of
the proof.
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2. There exist uniform positive constants C1,α1 > 0 such that for v,v ′ lying on the same center-
stable manifold and w,w ′ lying respectively inW u (v),W u(v ′) such that if
distcs(v,v
′),distu(v,w ),distu(v
′,w ′)< 1,
then we have ∣∣logJ huv→w (v)− logJ huv ′→w ′(v ′)∣∣≤C1distcs(v,v ′)α1 .
Remark 3.2. We stated the theorem for holonomy maps between local center-stable manifolds.
The same statement holds for all holonomy maps along unstable leaves h : T1→T2, where T1,T2
are small smooth transversals of the unstable foliations included in the same leaf (this is a small
modification of the proof we present: one should follow Mañé’s [23, Lemma 3.7 Chap. III]). Pro-
ceeding as in Appendix 7.1 one sees that the formula is
Jh(v)= lim
t→∞
J
T1
−t (v)
J
T2
−t (w )
,
where v ∈ T1, w = h(v) ∈ T2 andJ
Ti
t denotes the restriction of det(DGt ) to the tangent space to Ti .
One should be careful with this notion of absolute continuity. We are looking at holonomy
maps between transversals of W u that are included in a same leaf of F̂ and not between transver-
sals of W u as a foliation of M̂ . In fact this weak notion of absolute continuity would also hold in
the laminated context where the ambient space is not a manifold anymore (provided this space is
compact).
Remark 3.3. By inversion of time, we get the analogue version for stable holonomies. Moreover
since the flow is smooth in the leaves, holonomies along center-stable and center-unstable folia-
tions are also absolutely continuous.
3.3.2 Local product structure of the Liouville measure
Natural measures in rectangles. Let v ∈ M̂ . Recall that we called rectangles the subsets of L̂v of
the formRv = [W uloc (v),W
cs
loc (v)].
One can define a finite measuremv on the rectangle Rv by requiring that for every Borel sets
Au⊂W uloc (v) and A
cs⊂W csloc (v) the following relation holds
mv [A
u ,Acs ]= Lebuv (A
u)Lebcsv (A
cs ).
This amounts to the same as definingmv on the rectangle Rv
• by integration against Lebcsv of the measures defined onW
u
loc (z) by (h
cs
v→z )∗Leb
u
v ;
• by integration against Lebuv of the measures defined onW
cs
loc (w ) by (h
u
v→w )∗Leb
cs
v .
By absolute continuity of the holonomy maps (see Theorem 3.8), we find the following disin-
tegrations ofmv in local unstable and center-stable manifolds respectively:
dmv =
(
J hcsz→v dLeb
u
z
)
dLebcsv (z) (3.11)
=
(
J huw→v dLeb
cs
w
)
dLebuv (w ) (3.12)
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Angle function. Let T F̂ = E ⊕F be a continuous splitting of the tangent space of F̂ . Let v ∈ M̂ .
The foliated Sasaki metric induces a Euclidean structure on Tv L̂v which comes with a volume
denoted by volv . Let P(v) be the parallelepiped of Tv L̂v spanned by the concatenation of an or-
thonormal basis of E (v) and an orthonormal basis of F (v) (these two spaces are supplementary in
Tv L̂v ).
Definition 3.9 (Angle function). The angle function of the splitting T F̂ = E ⊕ F is the function
defined by the formula
θE ,F (v)= volv P(v), v ∈ M̂ .
Remark 3.4. The number θE ,F (v) is independent of the choices of the orthonormal bases of E (v)
and F (v). Moreover θE ,F (v) ∈ (0,1] and is equal to 1 if and only if the spaces E (v) and F (v) are
orthogonal. If E (v) and F (v) were of dimension 1, θE ,F (v) would be the sine of the angle between
E (v) and F (v).
Decomposition of the Liouville measure. The goal of this paragraph is to prove the following
proposition, which is a direct consequence of the absolute continuity of the invariant foliations.
Proposition 3.10. The measuremv in Rv has the following density with respect to LebL̂v
dmv (w )=
(
1
θEu ,E cs (w )
J huw→v (w )J h
cs
w→v (w )
)
dLebL̂v (w ).
The proof of this proposition follows from two lemmas.
Lemma 3.11. The following limit exists for every v ∈ M̂
lim
r→0
mv (BF̂ (v,r ))
LebL̂v (BF̂ (v,r ))
=
1
θEu ,E cs (v)
.
Proof. Let v ∈ M̂ . We write, when r is small enough
mv (BF̂ (v,r ))=
ˆ
W csr (v)
[ˆ
BF̂ (v,r )∩W
u
loc (z)
J hcsz→v (ζ)dLeb
u
z (ζ)
]
dLebcsv (z).
Now, when r tends to zero, we know that
• the Jacobian of the exponential map expv : exp
−1
v (BF̂ (v,r ))→BF̂ (v,r ) tends to 1. Thus we
can choose to work in the Euclidean space Tv L̂v with almost no volume distortion;
• by continuity of the Jacobian of the center stable holonomymaps,J hcsz→v is uniformly close
to 1 when z ∈W csr (v);
• the Jacobian of (expcsv )
−1 :W csr (v)→E
cs(v) tends to 1 thus we can assume that the integral
above is taken on a Euclidean ball of radius r inside E cs(v);
• by continuity of unstablemanifolds in the smooth topology, the Jacobians of all exponential
maps (expuz )
−1 :W ur (z)→E
u(z) are close to 1, and the angle function between spaces Eu(z)
and E cs(v) (such as defined above) is close to θEu ,E cs (v). Thus with little distortion, we may
assume that the Eu(z) are parallel with angle function θEu ,E cs (v).
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Hence, consider in Tv L̂v , a Euclidean structure obtained by requiring that the basis used to
define P (v) is orthonormal (for that structure Eu and E s are orthonormal). By definition the cor-
responding volume has density 1/θEu ,E cs (v) with respect to volv .
By what precedes and by Fubini’s theorem the previous integral is equivalent, when r tends to
zero, to the mass of a Euclidean ball of radius r for the volume 1/θEu ,E cs (v)volv .
We then have the following limit
lim
r→0
mv (BF̂ (v,r ))
LebL̂v (BF̂ (v,r ))
=
1
θEu ,E cs (v)
.
Lemma 3.12. Assume that v,w belong to the same leaf, and that Rv and Rw intersect. Then mv
and mw are equivalent on Rv ∩Rw . More precisely, if ζ ∈Rv ∩Rw , and if ζuw = [w,ζ] ∈W
u
loc (w )
and ζcsw = [ζ,w ]∈W
cs
loc (w ), we have
dmv
dmw
(ζ)=J huw→v (ζ
u
w )J h
cs
w→v (ζ
cs
w ). (3.13)
ζ
v
w
ζuw
ζcsw
Rv
Rw
hcsw→v
huw→v
W uloc(w)
W uloc(v)
W csloc(v)
W csloc(w)
Figure 7: Intersecting rectangles
Proof. Suppose that v,w satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma. Let ζ ∈Rv ∩Rw , ζuw = [w,ζ], ζ
cs
w =
[ζ,w ] and consider two small discs Du⊂W u
δ
(w ) and Dcs⊂W cs
δ
(w ) with same (small) radius and
centered respectively at ζuw and ζ
cs
w .
The rectangle D = [Du ,Dcs ] is an open set containing ζ. We have the following equality
mv (D)
mw (D)
=
Lebuv (h
u
w→v (D
u ))
Lebuw (D
u)
Lebcsv (h
cs
w→v (D
cs ))
Lebcsw (D
cs )
.
When the common radius of the discs Du andDcs goes to zero
Lebuv (h
u
w→v (D
u))
Lebuw (D
u )
Lebcsv (h
cs
w→v (D
cs ))
Lebcsw (D
cs )
→J huw→v (ζ
u
w )J h
cs
w→v (ζ
cs
w ). (3.14)
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The angle function between unstable and center-stable manifolds is uniformly bounded, and
the unstable and center-stable holonomy maps are uniformly Hölder continuous. Thus as the
common radius of the discs Du and Dcs tends to zero, the open set D shrinks nicely between two
Riemannian balls such that the quotients of their radii are uniformly bounded. Hence, we can use
the Borel density theorem (see [26, Theorem2.12]) in order to get formw -almost every ζ ∈Rv∩Rw
mv (D)
mw (D)
→
dmv
dmw
(ζ).
By continuity of the right hand side of (3.14) with respect to ζ, the result follows.
Proof of Proposition 3.10. Now, we can conclude the proof of Proposition 3.10. If w ∈Rv , then
mv (BF̂ (w,r ))
LebL̂v (BF̂ (w,r ))
=
mw (BF̂ (w,r ))
LebL̂v (BF̂ (w,r ))
mv (BF̂ (w,r ))
mw (BF̂ (w,r ))
.
As r tends to 0, the first factor of the product above converges to θEu ,E cs (w )−1 by the first lemma
and, for Liouville-almost every w . The second factor converges to J huw→v (w )J h
cs
w→v (w ) (since
here ζ=w , we have ζuw = ζ
cs
w =w ), and the proposition follows.
4 Gibbs su-states and transverse invariant measures
4.1 Gibbs u-states for leafwise hyperbolic flows
Definition 4.1 (Gibbs u-states). Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliatedmanifold endowedwith a negatively
curved leafwise metric. A Gibbs u-state for the foliated geodesic flow Gt is a probability measure on
M̂ which is invariant by the flow, and has Lebesgue disintegration for W u .
Similarly, a Gibbs s-state for Gt is a Gibbs u-state for G−t . If one prefers it is a Gt -invariant
probability measure on M̂ which has Lebesgue disintegration for W s .
Finally, a Gibbs su-state for Gt is a probability measure which is both a Gibbs u-state and a
Gibbs s-state for Gt .
Remark 4.1. The conditional measures of a Gibbs u-state µ in unstable plaques are of the form
ψuw dLeb
u
w , where ψ
u
w are densities defined in W
u
loc (w ). Of course one has to be careful: these
densities depend on the local chart where we disintegrated µ (see Remarks 4.3 and 4.4 below).
However the following theorem shows that for dynamical reasons, these densities ψuw have to
be continuous, uniformly (independently of w ) bounded away from 0 and∞ (such a function is
said to be log-bounded since its logarithm has to be bounded) and to verify a prescribed cocycle
formula.
Theorem 4.2. Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliated manifold endowed with a negatively curved leafwise
metric. Then
1. for every v ∈ M̂ and every Borel set Du⊂W uloc (v) with positive Lebesgue measure, any accu-
mulation point of the family of measures , µt , t > 0 is a Gibbs u-state where for every A⊂M̂
µt (A) is defined by
µt (A)=
1
t
ˆ t
0
Lebu(Du ∩G−s(A))
Lebu(Du )
ds.
Moreover its densities along unstable plaques,denoted byψuw , are uniformly log-bounded and
satisfy the following for z1,z2 ∈W uloc (w )
ψuw (z2)
ψuw (z1)
= lim
t→∞
J u−t (z2)
J u
−t (z1)
; (4.15)
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2. all ergodic components of a Gibbs u-state are Gibbs u-states with local densities in the unsta-
ble plaques that are uniformly log-bounded and satisfy (4.15);
3. every Gibbs u-state for Gt is a measure whose local densities in the unstable plaques are uni-
formly log-bounded and satisfy (4.15).
Proof. We give the proof of this theorem in the appendix: see §7.2.
z1 z2
w
G−t(w)
G−t(z2)G−t(z1)
Figure 8: Local densities of Gibbs u-states
Remark 4.2. The first item of Theorem 4.2 also holds if D is a Borel subset of positive Lebesgue
measure of a smooth disc included in a leaf of F̂ which is transverse to W cs . We sketch the proof
in the appendix: see Step 4 of §7.2.
Remark 4.3. In what follows, we will often consider charts of the form
U =
⋃
v∈T
Rv , (4.16)
where T is a transversal of F̂ and Rv are the rectangles defined in §3.3.2. We refer to Remark 3.1
for a discussion on the transverse continuity of rectangles. Such charts trivialize the foliation F̂
as well as the unstable foliation W u . Let µ be a Gibbs u-state and suppose µ(U ) > 0. Denote by
(µv )v∈T the family of conditional measures of µ|U in rectangles Rv with respect to the projection
of µ|U on T along plaques of F̂ which we denote by νT . By uniqueness of the disintegration (see
Theorem 2.5), for νT -almost every v the conditional measures of µ in unstable plaques of Rv
coincide with that of µv .
To summarize, in order to identify the densities of a Gibbs u-state in local unstable manifolds,
we first disintegrate it in the plaques of F̂ , and then disintegrate the resulting conditional mea-
sures in the local unstable manifolds.
Remark 4.4. Let µ be a Gibbs u-state and suppose µ(U ) > 0 for some chartU of the form (4.16).
Consider the family (µv )v∈T of conditional measures in rectangles Rv with respect to a transverse
measure νT . For v which is νT -typical (i.e. v inside a Borel set full for νT ), µv is obtained by
integrating against some measure ηcsv onW
cs
loc (v) measures of the form ψ
u
w Leb
u
w . Once again by
uniqueness of the disintegration, the choice of ψuw is prescribed by the choice of the measure η
cs
v
against which one disintegrate µv . By disintegrating against dνcsv (w ) = 1/ψ
u
w (w )dη
cs
v (w ) (recall
that ψuw is uniformly log-bounded by Theorem 4.2), we can always assume that ψ
u
w (w ) = 1 for
w ∈W csloc (v).
To summarize, when we have a Gibbs u-stateµ, we first disintegrate its restriction to a foliated
chart for F̂ in the partition given by rectangles Rv thus obtaining conditional measures µv . This
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partition admits a subpartition by local unstable manifolds. We disintegrate the measures µv in
local unstable manifolds so it has the form
dµv =
(
ψuw dLeb
u
w
)
dνcsv (w ), (4.17)
withψuw (w )= 1 or if one prefers, for ζ ∈W
u
loc (w )
ψuw (ζ)= limt→∞
J u−t (ζ)
J u
−t (w )
. (4.18)
Remark 4.5. A measure µ invariant by the flow induces the dt element on flow lines. Hence, any
Gibbs u-state for Gt is a Gibbs cu-state, i.e. it has Lebesgue disintegration for W cu . Then there
exist densities ψcuw , which coincide with ψ
u
w in the local unstable manifold of w (in particular,
ψcuw (w )= 1) such that µv disintegrates as follows in the local center unstable manifolds
dµv =
(
ψcuw dLeb
cu
w
)
dνsv (w ),
where νsv is a finite measure on W
s
loc (v). These local densities are determined by the following
relation (see Figure 9). If ζ ∈W culoc (w ), and if τ is such thatG−τ(ζ) ∈W
u
loc (w ), then
ψcuw (ζ)= limt→∞
J u−t−τ(ζ)
J u
−t (w )
. (4.19)
G−τ(ζ)
w
G−t(w) G−t−τ(ζ)
t
ζ
τ
Figure 9: Local densities of Gibbs cu-states
4.2 A sufficient condition for existence of transverse invariantmeasures
The goal of this Section is to prove Theorem A. Let us briefly recall the hypothesis and what we
want to prove. Here (M ,F ) is a closed foliatedmanifold endowedwith a negatively curved leafwise
metric. The foliated geodesic flowGt acts on M̂ , the unit tangent bundle of F .
We suppose the existence of a Gibbs su-state µ and we intend to prove that such a measure
has to be totally invariant, i.e. has to be locally the product of the Liouville measure of the plaques
times a transverse invariant measure for F̂ .
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Strategy of the proof. Following Remarks 4.3 and 4.4, we are going to disintegrate such a Gibbs
su-state in rectanglesRv and identify the densities in local unstable, and center-stablemanifolds.
Recall that rectangles are filled with local unstable manifolds, but also with local center-stable
manifolds. By disintegrating µv both in unstable and center-stable local manifolds, and carefully
analyzing the densities wewill show that the conditional measuresµv aremultiplesof the Liouville
measure. This will force the family of transversemeasures induced by µ to be holonomy-invariant.
In what follows, we work with a good foliated atlas for F̂ whose charts are of the form U =⋃
v∈T Rv where T ⊂U is a transverse section of F̂ . We choose such a chartU with µ(U ) > 0 and
denote by (µv )v∈T the family of conditional measures of µ|U in rectangles with respect to the trans-
verse measure νT .
Identifying the transverse measures. Let v ∈ T be νT -typical. Using Remarks 4.4 and 4.5 there
exist a measure νcsv on W
cs
loc (v), as well as a measure ν
u
v on W
u
loc (v) such that µv disintegrates in
Rv as
dµv = (ψ
u
z dLeb
u
z )dν
cs
v (z) (4.20)
= (ψcsw dLeb
cs
w )dν
u
v (w ), (4.21)
whereψuz is given by Formula (4.18) andψ
cs
w is given by changing the role of s and u and reversing
the time in Formula (4.19).
Lemma 4.3. The measures νcsv and ν
u
v are respectively equivalent to Leb
cs
v and Leb
u
v .
Proof. We only prove the fact that νuv is equivalent to Leb
u
v inW
u
loc (v). The other assertion follows
from an analogous argument.
Note that by Remark 4.4, the projection of µv on W uloc (v) along the center-stable plaques,
which we denote by ηuv , is equivalent to ν
u
v . Hence it is enough to show that η
u
v is equivalent to
Lebuv .
Using Formula (4.20) one sees that the measure ηuv defined above is equal to the ν
cs
v -average
of the projections onW uloc (v) by center-stable holonomy maps of the measuresψ
u
z dLeb
u
z defined
onW uloc (z).
By absolute continuity of center-stable holonomy maps, the latter projections onW uloc (v) are
equivalent to Lebuv . Their ν
cs
v -average must be as well, and the result follows.
As a consequence there exist two measurable functions f :W uloc (v)→R
∗
+ and g :W
cs
loc (v)→R
∗
+
such that the disintegrations of µv in the local unstable and center-stable manifolds read as
dµv =
(
ψuz dLeb
u
z
)
g (z)dLebcsv (z) (4.22)
=
(
ψcsw dLeb
cs
w
)
f (w )dLebuv (w ). (4.23)
Conditional measures in rectangles are equivalent to Liouville. We now use Lemma 4.3 in or-
der to show that conditional measures of µ in rectangles are equivalent to the Liouville measure.
The first step is to prove that they are equivalent to the natural measuremv defined in §3.3.2 and
to identify the densities.
Lemma 4.4. The measure µv is equivalent to mv in Rv . More precisely, if ζ ∈ Rv , w = [ζ,v ] ∈
W uloc (v), z = [v,ζ]∈W
cs
loc (v), and F denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative dµv/dmv , then
F (ζ)
F (v)
=ψuv (w )ψ
cs
w (ζ)
J huw→v (w )
J huw→v (ζ)
. (4.24)
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vζ
z
w
W uloc(v)
W csloc(v)
W csloc(w)
W uloc(z)
huw→v
hcsz→v
Figure 10: Finding the densities
Proof. Using Disintegration Formulas (4.22) and (3.11) we deduce that µv andmv have equivalent
projections onW csloc (v) (they are both equivalent to Lebesgue) and that their conditional measures
in the local unstable manifolds are also equivalent (to Lebesgue). As a consequence these mea-
sures have to be equivalent in Rv .
Let us bemore precise and identify the density F . Comparing on the one hand Formulas (4.22)
and (3.11) and on the other hand Formulas (4.23) and (3.12) we find that for all ζ ∈Rv , if w = [ζ,v ]
and z = [v,ζ]
F (ζ)=
dµv
dmv
(ζ) =
ψuz (ζ)
J hcsz→v (ζ)
g (z) (4.25)
=
ψcsw (ζ)
J huw→v (ζ)
f (w ). (4.26)
In particular the Radon-Nikodym derivative F (v) satisfies
g (v)= f (v)=
dµv
dmv
(v)= F (v). (4.27)
Note that we have used here (and that we will use below) the facts that ψuv (v) = 1 and ψ
cs
v (v) = 1
(see Remarks 4.4 and 4.5). We find
f (w )
g (z)
=
ψuz (ζ)J h
u
w→v (ζ)
ψcsw (ζ)J h
cs
z→v (ζ)
,
and this relation holds for all ζ ∈Rv . If we choose ζ ∈W uloc (v), then we have ζ=w and z = v . The
previous equality then becomes
f (w )
g (v)
=ψuv (w )J h
u
w→v (w ). (4.28)
We obtain Relation (4.24) for the normalized density by injecting Equalities (4.27) and (4.28) in
(4.26).
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Conditional measures in rectangles proportional to Liouville. We now turn to the last step of
the proof of TheoremA.Wewill use Proposition 3.10, which gives the densities of themeasuresmv
defined in §3.3.2, as well as the crucial fact that the Liouville measures of the leaves are preserved
by the foliated geodesic flow.
Proposition 4.5. Let µ be a Gibbs su-state for Gt and let U =
⋃
v∈T Rv be a foliated chart for F̂
with µ(U ) > 0. Then the conditional measures µv in rectangles Rv coincide with a multiple of the
Liouville measure.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.4 that the conditional measures µv of a Gibbs su-state in rectan-
gles Rv are equivalent to mv and hence to LebL̂v . Moreover the following cocycle relation holds
LebL̂v -almost everywhere: dµv/dLebL̂v = dµv/dmv . dmv/dLebL̂v . In other words, if H denotes
the density dµv/dLebL̂v it coincides almost everywhere with the product of two factors. The first
one is the Radon Nikodym derivative F obtained in Lemma 4.4. The second one is the density
obtained in Proposition 3.10.
In particular for every ζ ∈Rv we obtain
H (ζ)
H (v)
=
θEu ,E cs (v)
θEu ,E cs (ζ)
ψuv (w )ψ
cs
w (ζ)J h
cs
z→v (ζ)J h
u
w→v (w )
where θEu ,E cs is the angle function defined in §3.3.2. Now we are going to use the precise expres-
sions of local densities of Gibbs u-states and of the Jacobians of the holonomymaps given respec-
tively in Theorem 4.2 (or more precisely in Remark 4.4) and in Theorem 3.8. We have
ψuv (w )= limt→∞
J u−t (w )
J u
−t (v)
,
and
J huw→v (w )= limt→∞
J cs−t (w )
J cs−t (v)
.
Since the foliated geodesic flow preserves the Liouville measure of the leaves we have for every
w ∈ M̂ , Jt (w ) = det(DwGt ))|Tw L̂w = 1. Using the definition of the angle function θEu ,E cs and the
preservation of Eu and E cs byDG−t , we find
1=J−t (w )=
θEu ,E cs (G−t (w ))
θEu ,E cs (w )
J u−t (w )J
cs
−t (w ).
But, logθEu ,E cs is uniformly Hölder continuous in the leaves of F̂ because θEu ,E cs is uniformly
log-bounded and uniformly Hölder in the leaves. Hence when v and w lie in the same unstable
manifoldwe have that limt→∞θEu ,E cs (G−t (w ))/θEu ,E cs (G−t (v))= 1. We deduce fromwhat precedes
that for v and w lying on the same local unstable manifold
1= lim
t→∞
J−t (w )
J−t (v)
=
θEu ,E cs (v)
θEu ,E cs (w )
ψuv (w )J h
u
w→v (w ).
Similarly we prove that ifw lies on the same local center stablemanifold as ζ then the following
holds true
1=
θEu ,E cs (w )
θEu ,E cs (ζ)
ψcsw (ζ)J h
cs
z→v (ζ).
Multiplying these two equalities, it comes that H (ζ)=H (v) for every ζ ∈Rv .
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End of the proof of Theorem A. We are now going to prove that the Gibbs su-state µ is totally
invariant.
Consider a good foliated atlas for F̂ whose charts are union of rectangles (see (4.16)). Let
Ui be such a chart with µ(Ui ) > 0 and call the corresponding transversal Ti . By Proposition 4.5
there is a finite measure νi on Ti such that the conditional measures of µ|Ui with respect to νi in
rectangles Rv are given by Hi (v)LebL̂v for some positive measurable function Hi . By uniqueness
of the disintegration, if one considers the measure ν′i = Hi (v)νi (v), one sees that the conditional
measures of µwith respect to ν′i are precisely given by LebL̂v . In other words, the disintegration of
µ|Ui in the plaques ofUi with respect to ν
′
i reads as (2.3) with hi = 1.
We claim that the family of measures (ν′i ) is holonomy-invariant: this implies that µ is totally
invariant. Indeed this comes from the fact that if µ(Ui ∩U j )> 0, one obtains Identity (2.4) where
the densities are equal to 1. This implies that τ−1i j∗ν
′
j = ν
′
i as claimed. The proof of Theorem A is
now over. ä
5 Gibbs u-states for the foliated geodesic flow and φu-harmonic mea-
sures
5.1 Sphere at infinity and Busemann cocycle
In this section, (M ,F ) still stands for a closed foliatedmanifold endowed with a negatively curved
leafwisemetric: recall that it implies that the sectional curvatures of all leaves are pinched between
two negative constants −b2 ≤−a2 < 0. If L is a leaf of F , then L˜ denotes its universal cover.
Sphere at infinity. The space L˜(∞) represents the sphere at infinity of L˜, that is to say, the set of
equivalence classes of geodesic rays for the relation “stay at bounded distance”. Say that a geodesic
ray points to ξ ∈ L˜(∞) if ξ is its equivalence class. Since pi1(L) acts on L˜ by isometry, it acts by
sending equivalent geodesic rays on equivalent geodesic rays: we have a natural action of pi1(L)
on L˜(∞).
Given z ∈ L˜, we denote by p̂iz : T 1z L˜→ L˜(∞) the natural projection which associates to v the
class of the geodesic ray it determines. Since the curvature of L˜ is pinched between two negative
constants, all transition maps
σ̂y,z = p̂i
−1
z ◦ p̂iy : T
1
y L˜→T
1
z L˜ (5.29)
are Hölder continuous (see [6, Proposition 2.1]): there is a well definedHölder class on L˜(∞). Note
that these maps are holonomymaps along the center-stable foliation between unit tangent fibers.
Remark 5.1. In this paper, we are more interested in the unstable foliation than in the stable one.
Define the flip function as the involution ι : M̂→M̂ which associates to (x,v) ∈ M̂ the element
(x,−v). This function conjugates the flows Gt and G−t , preserves the unit tangent fibers and ex-
changes stable and unstable manifolds.
Consider the projection maps piz = p̂iz ◦ ι : T 1z L˜→ L˜(∞) as well as the transition maps σy,z :
T 1y L˜→T
1
z L˜. Properties of ι show thatσy,z =pi
−1
z ◦piy are holonomymaps along the center-unstable
foliation between unit tangent fibers.
Busemann cocycle and horospheres. We define the Busemann cocycle by the following
βξ(y,z)= lim
t→∞
dist(c(t ),z)−dist(c(t ), y),
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where ξ ∈ L˜(∞), y,z ∈ L˜ and c is any geodesic ray parametrized by arc length and pointing to ξ
(recall that two geodesic rays pointing to the same limit become exponentially close at infinity).
The Busemann cocycle is a smooth function of (y,z) and a Hölder continuous function of ξ.
The horospheres are the level sets of this cocycle: two points y,z are said to be on the same
horosphere centered at ξ if βξ(y,z) = 0. Horospheres are smooth manifolds and when endowed
with the normal vector field pointing outwards (resp. inwards) they provide the unstable (resp.
stable) manifolds of the geodesic flow.
5.2 Gibbs kernel
Potential. Following the classical notation (see [15]) we define the potential φu as the infinitesi-
mal volume change rate in the unstable direction. It is defined by the following formula
φu(v)=−
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
logJ ut (v), (5.30)
which is well defined because J uGt (v) varies smoothly with t (due to the chain rule). The poten-
tial φu is continuous in M̂ and varies Hölder continuously in the leaves of F̂ . This is due to the
fact thatGt is smooth in the leaves and varies continuously transversally in the smooth topology,
as well as from the fact that Eu is continuous in M̂ and Hölder continuous in the leaves of F̂ (see
[15, Section 4] for precise justifications).
Gibbs kernel. The restriction to L̂ of the potential lifts as a bounded and Hölder continuous
function in T 1L˜ denoted by φ˜u . This allows one to define theGibbs kernel as the following function
of (y,z,ξ) ∈ L˜× L˜× L˜(∞)
ku(y,z;ξ)= exp
[ˆ z
ξ
φ˜u −
ˆ y
ξ
φ˜u
]
. (5.31)
Here the difference of the integrals has the following meaning.
ˆ z
ξ
φ˜u −
ˆ y
ξ
φ˜u = lim
t→∞
(ˆ z
c(t )
φ˜u −
ˆ y
c(t )
φ˜u
)
.
where c is a geodesic ray asymptotic to ξ and
´ z
c(t ) φ˜
u denotes the integral of the potential on the
directed geodesic segment starting at c(t ) and ending at z. The limit exists by the usual distortion
argument because φ˜u is Hölder in T 1L˜ (see the proof of [23, Lemma 3.2, Chapter III]). Moreover,
as for the limit used in the definition of the Busemann cocycle, this limit does not depend on the
geodesic ray ending at ξ. A simple computation based on the chain ruleJ us+t =J
u
t ◦Gs .J
u
s shows
the following (see for example [15, Section 4]).
Lemma 5.1. For every triple (y,z,ξ) ∈ L˜× L˜× L˜(∞)we have the following equality (see also Figure 2)
ku(y,z;ξ)= lim
t→∞
J u
−t−βξ(y,z)
(vξ,z)
J u
−t (vξ,y )
,
where vξ,z denotes the unit vector based at z such that limG−t (vξ,z)= ξ as t→∞ (the same notation
is used for vξ,y ).
Remark 5.2. Remark that the Gibbs kernel satisfies the following cocycle relation for all x, y,z ∈ L˜
and ξ ∈ L˜(∞)
ku(x, y ;ξ)ku(y,z;ξ)= ku(x,z;ξ). (5.32)
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It also satisfies the following equivariance relation for every y,z ∈ L˜, ξ ∈ L˜(∞) and γ ∈pi1(L)
ku(γy,γz;γξ)= ku(y,z;ξ) (5.33)
Remark 5.3. What followswill be useful in the sequel. Let v,w ∈ M̂ be twovectors lying in the same
center-unstable manifold. Call L the leaf containing their basepoints. Consider lifts v˜ , w˜ ∈ T 1L˜
lying inside the same fundamental domain for the action of pi1(L). Denote by y,z the respective
basepoints of v˜ and w˜ .
Let cv˜ , and cw˜ be the geodesic directed respectively by v˜ and w˜ . Let ξ = cv˜ (−∞) = cw˜ (−∞)
where the latter notation is used for the common past extremity of geodesics cv˜ and cw˜ (recall that
v˜ and w˜ belong to the same center-unstable manifold). Then by Lemma 5.1 and Formula (4.19)
ψcuv (w )= k
u(y,z;ξ).
Note that by Equivariance Relation (5.33) ku(y,z;ξ) does not depend of the lifts of v and w . We
will sometimes use the abusive but convenient notation ku(v,w ;cv(−∞)).
Remark 5.4. When the sectional curvature of L is constant equal to −1 we have for every v ∈ L̂,
φu(v)=−(d −1) in such a way that ku coincide with the Poisson kernel
k(y,z;ξ)= exp
[
−(d −1)βξ(y,z)
]
.
5.3 φu-harmonicmeasures
φu-harmonic functions. We are going to define a class of positive functions of L˜ with an integral
representation similar to the Poisson representation of harmonic functions in negative curvature
(see [6]).
A positive function h : L˜→(0,∞) is said to beφu-harmonic if there exists a finite Borel measure
ηo on L˜(∞) such that for every z ∈ L˜
h(z)=
ˆ
L˜(∞)
ku(o,z;ξ)dηo(ξ), (5.34)
o ∈ L˜ being a base point. A positive function of L is said to be φu-harmonic if it lifts as a φu-
harmonic function of L˜.
Remark 5.5. The notion of φu-harmonic function is independent of the choice of the base point
o. If o′ is another point of L˜, if ηo is a finite Borel measure on L˜(∞) and if h is the corresponding
φu-harmonic function, then we can write for every z ∈ L˜
h(z)=
ˆ
L˜(∞)
ku(o′,z;ξ)dηo′(ξ),
where dηo′(ξ)= ku(o,o′;ξ)dηo(ξ).
The next proposition follows directly from Remark 5.4.
Proposition 5.2. Assume that L is a hyperbolic manifold. Then φu-harmonic functions coincide
with harmonic function (for the Laplace operator).
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A natural φu-harmonic function on the leaves. Wewant to show the existence of a natural pos-
itive function onM which is continuous and whose restriction to any leaf L, is φu-harmonic. This
will allow us to define the notion of totally invariant φu-harmonic measure, and to show that any
transverse holonomy invariant measure gives rise to such a totally invariant measure.
Before we state the result we introduce a family (Et )t≥0 of subbundles of T F̂ . Let L be a leaf of
F and let v ∈ L̂ be based at x ∈ L. First set E (v)= E0(v)= TvT 1x L. By Lemma 3.5 (it was stated with
E cs instead of E cu , but a symmetric argument applies) we have
T F̂ = E ⊕E cu .
For t ≥ 0 define the bundle Et by requiring that Et (Gt (v))=DxGt E (v). Note in particular that
for every t ≥ 0 we have
T F̂ = Et ⊕E
cu .
Proposition 5.3. Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliated manifold endowed with a negatively curved leaf-
wise metric. Then the map h0 :M→Rwhich associates to x ∈M the number
h0(x)=
ˆ
T 1x F
θE ,E cu (v)dLebT 1x F (v),
is continuous on M and, when restricted to the leaves of F , is φu-harmonic.
The first step in proving this proposition is the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Let T1, T2 be two open transverse sections to W cu which are included in some unit
tangent fibers. Assume that there exists a holonomymap along W cu , h : T1→T2, which is a homeo-
morphism. Then for all w ∈ T2 and v = h−1(w )∈ T1:
d
[
h∗LebT1
]
dLebT2
(w )=
θE ,E cu (w )
θE ,E cu (v)
ku(w,v ;ξ),
where ξ= cw (−∞) (we use here the notations of Remark 5.3).
Proof. Let T1, T2 be two transverse sections toW cu , as stated in the lemma: they are open subsets
of two unit tangent fibers, and there is a holonomy map along center-unstable leaves h : T1→T2,
which is a homeomorphism.
By Theorem 3.8 we know that this map is absolutely continuous and we know its Jacobian. We
have, for all w ∈ T2, and v = h−1(w )
d
[
h∗LebT1
]
dLebT2
(w )= lim
t→∞
J
T2
−t−βξ(v,w)
(w )
J
T1
−t (v)
, (5.35)
where J Tit stands for the restriction of det(DGt ) to the tangent space to Ti and ξ = cw (−∞) (we
have used the same abusive notation for the Busemann function as explained in Remark 5.3).
Remark 5.6. Note that the definition of the Jacobian, one has d [h∗LebT1 ]/dLebT2 =Jh
−1, where
h−1 is a holonomy map between T2 and T1: Formula (5.35) follows (see also Remark 3.2).
Let us emphasize the following fact that we shall use later. We used that if v and w lie in the
same center-unstablemanifold thenG−βξ(v,w)(w ) and v lie in the same unstablemanifold, and the
limit (5.35) makes sense.
Using the invariance of the Liouville measure by the geodesic flow inside the leaves, we get for
all w ∈ T2 and t ∈R
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1=
θEt ,E cu (Gt (w ))
θE ,E cu (w )
J
T2
t (w )J
cu
t (w ),
By definition the unstable distribution Eu is the space of unstable Jacobi fields which are ev-
erywhere orthogonal to the geodesics: we refer to [8, p.90] for more details. This implies that the
vector field generating the geodesic flow of L̂ is orthogonal to the distribution Eu . Moreover the
geodesic flow acts by isometries on the orbits. Hence we have for all t ∈R, J cut (w )=J
u
t (w ).
Finally, using the λ-lemma, i..e. Theorem 3.6 (reversing the time and exchanging the roles of s
and u), it comes that E−t (G−t (w )) approaches E s(G−t (w )) as t tends to∞. In particular we have
lim
t→∞
θE−t ,E cu (G−t (w ))
θE s ,E cu (G−t (w ))
= 1.
Now note that logθE s ,E cu , is Hölder continuous in leaves of F̂ (see the proof of Proposition
4.5). If v = h−1(w ) ∈W cu (w ), then v and G−βξ(w,v)(w ) are in the same unstable manifold. Hence
we deduce that
lim
t→∞
θE s ,E cu (G−t (v))
θE s ,E cu (G−t−βξ(v,w)(w ))
= 1.
It follows that
lim
t→∞
θE−t ,E cu (G−t (v))
θE−t−βξ (v,w),E
cu (G−t−βξ(w,v)(w ))
= 1.
Putting all this together we find
lim
t→∞
J
T2
−t−βξ(v,w)
(w )
J
T1
−t (v)
=
θE ,E cu (w )
θE ,E cu (v)
lim
t→∞
J u−t (v)
J u
−t−βξ(v,w)
(w )
=
θE ,E cu (w )
θE ,E cu (v)
ku(w,v ;ξ),
which proves the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 5.3. Define on the unit tangent fiber T 1xF , x ∈M , themeasureωx with a den-
sity θE ,E cu (v) with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Note that h0(x) is precisely the total mass of
ωx .
Consider a pair of transverse sections of the center-unstable foliation T1,T2 which are open
sets of some unit tangent fibers, and such that there is a holonomy map h : T1→T2 which is a
homeomorphism. Let w ∈ T2 be a vector based at z ∈M and let v = h−1(w ) be based at y ∈M : the
two basepoints belong to a same leaf L. Then by Lemma 5.4 we get
d
[
h∗ωy
]
dωz
(w )= ku(z, y ;ξ), (5.36)
where ξ= cw (−∞) and we made the following abusive notation explained in Remark 5.3.
Now we can naturally lift the family (ωx )x∈L of measures on T 1x L to the universal cover so as
to obtain a family of measures on T 1z L˜ still denoted by (ωz )z∈L˜ . Consider the maps piz and σy,z
defined in Remark 5.1. Recall thatpiz maps a vector v ∈ T 1z L˜ on the past extremity of the geodesc it
directs, and that σy,z is a holonomy map between T 1y L˜ and T
1
z L˜ along center-unstable manifolds.
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Given z ∈ L˜ define ηz = piz∗ωz , which is a measure on L˜(∞). Using Relation (5.36) we see that it is
a family of equivalent measures which satisfy
dηz
dηy
(ξ)=
dωz
d [σy,z∗ωy ]
(pi−1z (ξ))= k
u(y,z;ξ). (5.37)
In other words the Gibbs kernel is realized as the Radon-Nikodym cocycle of the family (ηz )z∈L˜ . In
particular integrating Relation (5.37) against ηy we obtain that the function z 7→mass(ηz ) is φu-
harmonic. By projecting this function down to L one obtains precisely the function (h0)|L , showing
that this function is φu-harmonic.
In order to conclude the proof, it remains to prove that h0 is continuous inM . Note that θE ,E cu
is continuous in M̂ (as are unit tangent fibers and center-unstablemanifolds). Note moreover that
themetric, and therefore the volume element x 7→ LebT 1x F , varies continuously. More precisely, let
U be a local foliated chart for F which trivializes the unit tangent bundle. In smooth coordinates
pr−1(U )≃U×S where S is a sphere endowedwith a volume formvol. In these coordinates LebT 1x F
has a smooth density with respect to vol. This density varies continuously with x in the smooth
topology.
Finally h0(x) being the integral of θE ,E cu against LebT 1x F , it varies continuously with x.
φu-harmonic measures. Now we can define the notion of φu-harmonic measure for foliations
with negatively curved leaves just as we defined harmonic measures (see Definition 2.7).
Definition 5.5 (φu-harmonic measures). Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliated manifold endowed with a
negatively curved leafwise metric. A probabilitymeasurem on M is said to beφu-harmonic if it has
Lebesgue disintegration for F , and if the local densities are φu-harmonic functions.
The question of existence of these measures will be treated in the next paragraph. We first
show how transverse invariant measures give rise to canonical φu-harmonicmeasures.
Totally invariant φu-harmonicmeasures. We said that whenF possesses a transversemeasure
invariant by holonomy, we can form a harmonic measure by combining it with the volume inside
the leaves.
Similarly, we can form a φu-harmonic measure by combining it with the measure whose den-
sity with respect the volume of the leaves is given by the φu-harmonic function h0.
Definition 5.6 (Totally invariantmeasures). Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliatedmanifold endowedwith
a negatively cured leafwisemetric. LetA = (Ui ,φi ) be a good foliated atlas and (Ti )i∈I be an associ-
ated complete system of transversals. Aφu-harmonicmeasurem on M is said to be totally invariant
if there exists a holonomy-invariant family of transverse measures (νi )i∈I on Ti such that when
m(Ui )> 0we have
dm|Ui = (h0(z)dLebPi (x)(z))dνi (x),
where h0 is defined in Proposition 5.3 and Pi (x) denotes the plaque of x.
5.4 Bijective correspondence betweenGibbs u-states and φu-harmonicmeasures
The goal here is to introduce a natural bijective correspondence p :G ibbsu→H arφ
u
(F ) where
• G ibbsu denotes the set of Gibbs u-states for the foliated geodesic flow;
• H arφ
u
(F ) denotes the set of φu-harmonic measures for F .
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5.4.1 A toymodel
The proof follows closely the main line of reasoning of [3] where we show how to lift canonically
harmonicmeasures in the sense of Garnett. We propose to give a glimpse of the argument in a toy
example.
In what follows L is a leaf ofF and L˜ denotes its universal cover. Wewill show how to lift to T 1L˜
a φu-harmonic measure of L˜. Lifts of center unstable manifolds to L˜ shall be denoted by W˜ cu(v),
and the foliation they define, by W˜ cu . Manifolds W˜ u (v),W˜ cs (v),W˜ s(v) and foliations W˜ u ,W˜ cs ,W˜ s
are defined analogously.
Trivialization of the center unstable foliation. There is a identification ρ :T 1L˜→ L˜×L˜(∞) send-
ing a vector v on the couple (z,ξ)= (cv (0),cv (−∞)) where cv is the geodesic directed by v .
The center unstable foliation W˜ cu is sent onto the trivial foliation (L˜× {ξ})ξ∈L˜(∞). A slice L˜× {ξ}
has to be thought as filled by unstable horospheres centered at ξ and by geodesics starting from ξ.
In particular the geodesic flow acts on such a slice.
Moreover, even if a priori ρ is only a homeomorphism, its restriction to any center unstable
leaf is a diffeomorphism on its image.
Volume elements. The unit tangent bundle T 1L˜ is endowed with its Sasaki metric. Each center
unstable leaf W˜ cu (v) is endowed with the induced Riemannian structure, andwith a volume form.
Since ρ is a smooth diffeomorphism in restriction to W˜ cu(v) the corresponding slice L˜× {ξ} may
be endowed with the image volume form denoted by Lebcu
L˜×{ξ}
.
Moreover, any L˜× {ξ} carries a metric that makes it an isometric copy of L˜. The corresponding
volume form shall be denoted by LebL˜×{ξ}.
Note that a priori these two volume forms are different, although equivalent. However, be-
cause of the algebraic nature of the hyperbolic space, they coincide when the curvature is con-
stant.
Unrolling argument. Consider a φu-harmonic measure of L˜ given by dm(z) = h(z)dLeb(z),
where h is a φu-harmonic function. Write h(z)=
´
L˜(∞)k
u(o,z;ξ)dηo(ξ) where o ∈ L˜ is a base point
and ηo is a finite Borel measure on L˜(∞).
On the slice L˜× {ξ} consider a measure dmξ(z)= k
u(o,z;ξ)dLebL˜×{ξ}(z).
Now “unroll” theφu-harmonicmeasurem i.e. consider themeasurem on L˜×L˜(∞) having the
following disintegration in the spaces L˜× {ξ}
dm = (dmξ)dηo(ξ).
This defines a Borel measure in L˜× L˜(∞) which projects down tom.
The correspondencem 7→m is therefore injective, andm is called the canonical lift ofm.
Reparametrization. A priori the measuresmξ are not invariant under the geodesic flow. Hence
let us “reparametrize” m in the center unstable manifolds. That is consider the family dµξ =
ku(o,z;ξ)dLebcu
L˜×{ξ}
.
Using the definition of ku and the Cocycle Relation given in Remark 5.2 it is easy to see that
µξ is invariant by the geodesic flow. Moreover, since the unstable foliation is smooth in a center-
unstable leaf, the conditionalmeasures ofµξ in horospheres centered at ξ are equivalent to Lebesgue.
Now let µ be themeasure on L˜× L˜(∞) having the following disintegration in the spaces L˜× {ξ}
dµ= (dµξ)dηo(ξ).
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˜L
pr
Figure 11: The unrolling argument
As are allµξ, themeasureµ is invariant by the geodesic flow andhas Lebesgue disintegration in
unstablemanifolds. It is a Gibbsu-state. This reparametrization gives an injective correspondence
m 7→µ.
Hence we have an injective map from φu-harmonicmeasures on L˜ to Gibbs u-states on T 1L˜.
5.4.2 Lifting φu-harmonicmeasures
The proof of the general case consists in applying the same line of reasoning for all leaves of the
foliation simultaneously. To give a detailed proof of this fact was the purpose of [3]. Let us review
themain steps of the proof.
Lifted atlases. Let us give some notations that we are going to use in the following. Some of
themhave already been given in §3.1. Wework with a good foliated atlasA = (Ui ,φi )i∈I forF and
a complete system of transversals (Ti )i∈I . We denote by T the associated complete transversal.
We lift A to M̂ via the basepoint projection so as to obtain an atlas Â . Refining A if needed
we assume that charts of Â trivialize the center-unstable foliation. A chart of Â then has the form
Ûi = pr
−1(Ui )=
⋃
v∈Si
W culoc (v),
whereUi is a chart of A and Si is a transversal of W cu which is trivially foliated by unit tangent
fibers: it reads as
⋃
w∈Ti T
1
wF . Note that the family (Ti )i∈I is also a complete system of transversals
for F̂ .
Induced measures on a complete transversal. A chart Ûi comes naturally with a projection
along leaves of F̂ denoted by p̂i : Ûi→Ti . Let µ be a probability measure in M̂ . The measure
onT induced by µwill be denoted by µ̂. By definition, it is a measure on T which in restriction to
Ti , it is given by the projection of µ|Ûi by p̂i that we denote by µ̂i .
Similarly, ameasurem onM induces ameasure m̂ onT or, if one prefers, a family ofmeasures
(m̂i )i∈I on transversals Ti . Recall that pr : M̂→M denotes the basepoint projection.
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Proposition 5.7 (Lifts of φu-harmonic measure). There exists an map σ : H arφ
u
(F )→P (M̂ ),
where P (M̂ ) denotes the space of Borel probability measures on M̂, such that the following holds
for every m ∈H arφ
u
(F ):
1. pr∗σ(m)=m, in particularσ is injective;
2. m and σ(m) induce the same measures on T .
Proof. The idea is to use the unrolling argument for all leaves simultaneously. This technical point
has been treated in [3, Proposition 3.6]. It should be noted that by definition of the basepoint
projection, the second property implies the first one.
5.4.3 Reparametrization and projection of Gibbs u-states
Measures induced by Gibbs u-states. We will need the following proposition that we will state
without proof. It relies on the absolute continuity of invariant foliations ofGt and an argument à
la Hopf which can be copied verbatim from the proof of [3, Proposition 4.6] (which is one of the
main points of that paper).
Proposition 5.8. Let (M ,F ) be a closed foliated manifold endowed with a negatively curved leaf-
wise metric. Let A be a good foliated atlas for F , T an associated complete transversal, and Â be
the lifted atlas via the basepoint projection. Then
1. any Gibbs u-state for Gt induces a measure on T which is quasi-invariant by the holonomy
pseudogroup of F̂ ;
2. two mutually singular Gibbs u-states for Gt induce mutually singular measures on T . In
particular, using the ergodic decomposition of Gibbs u-states, two different Gibbs u-states for
Gt induce different measures on T .
Reparametrization of a Gibbs u-state. Set H = σ(H arφ
u
(F )) where σ is obtained in Proposi-
tion 5.7.
Proposition 5.9 (Reparametrization). There exists a bijective correspondence Rep : G ibbsu→H
such that for every µ ∈G ibbsu, µ and Rep(µ) induce the samemeasure on the complete transversal
T .
Proof. By definition of Gibbs u-states and of canonical lifts of φu-harmonic measures, both mea-
sures have Lebesgue disintegration along W cu . As in §5.4.1 it is possible to identify explicitely the
form of the conditional measures in the local center unstable leaves. They have the same den-
sity (given by the Gibbs kernel) with respect to two different volume forms (see the discussion of
§5.4.1).
Now it is straightforward to generalize to our case the argument given in §5.4.1 in order to give
the “reparametrization correspondence" with the desired property (we refer to [3, Proposition 4.8]
for the technical details).
Remark 5.7. A Gibbs u-state µ and its reparametrization Rep(µ) are always equivalent.
Proof. As we explained in the previous paragraph, the reparametrization consists in changing the
local form of µ: we replace the Lebesgue measure in center unstable plaques by another volume
form, which is equivalent, without changing the transverse component. This does not change the
measure class of µ.
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End of the proof of Theorem C. Every µ ∈ G ibbsu, induces the same measure as Rep(µ) in a
complete transversal T (Proposition 5.9). The measure pr∗Rep(µ) is a φu-harmonic measurem
inducing the same measure on T as µ (Proposition 5.7). Moreover, as a combination of Proposi-
tions 5.7 and 5.9, it comes easily that pr∗Rep :G ibbsu→H arφ
u
(F ) is surjective.
To prove that it is injective, it is enough to note that two different Gibbs u-states induce differ-
ent measures on T . Hence the same property holds for their images by pr∗Rep . This implies in
particular that their images by pr∗Rep are different. The injectivity follows.
5.5 Ergodic decomposition ofφu-harmonicmeasures
In what follows, we shall denote by p : G ibbsu→H arφ
u
(F ) the bijective correspondence con-
structed above. Its inverse shall be denoted by s :H arφ
u
(F )→G ibbsu.
5.5.1 Ergodicity
Ergodicmeasures. We first define a natural notion of ergodic φu-harmoncmeasure for F .
Definition 5.10 (Ergodic φu-harmonic measures). Let (M ,F ) be a closed manifold endowed with
a negatively curved leafwise metric. A φu-harmonic measure m on M is said to be ergodic if any
Borel set saturated by F is full or null for m.
Remark 5.8. Let T be a complete transversal for F . A φu-harmonic measure has Lebesgue dis-
integration for F and hence induces a finite measure m̂, on T which is quasi-invariant by the
holonomy pseudogroup (see §2.3). Saying thatm is ergodic amounts to saying that any Borel sub-
set of T that is saturated by the action of the holonomy pseudogroup is full or null for m̂.
Lemma 5.11. Let m1 and m2 be two mutually singular φu-harmonic measures. Then, there exists
a Borel setX ⊂M which is saturated by F and such that m1(X )= 1 and m2(X )= 0.
Proof. We endow the manifold M with a good foliated atlas for F , A = (Ui ,φi )i∈I . An associated
complete system of transversal is denoted by (Ti )i∈I and the union of these transversals is denoted
by T .
Let m1 and m2 be two mutually singular φu-harmonic measures. There exists a Borel set
X0⊂M such that m1(X0) = 1 and m2(X0) = 0. Since the measures m1 and m2 have Lebesgue
disintegration for F , they induce quasi-invariant families of measures on T denoted by m̂1 and
m̂2 (see §2.3).
For i ∈ I denote by X0,i the projection on Ti of X0∩Ui along the plaques ofUi . Define X̂0 =⋃
i X0,i . This is a set which is full for m̂1 and null for m̂2. Using Lemma 2.2 wemay assume that X̂0
is saturated by the holonomy pseudogroup P .
Let X ⊂M be the saturation by F of X̂0. Denote by Xi the projection of X ∩Ui on Ti along
the plaques ofUi , and by X̂ ⊂
⋃
i Ti the union of these sets. Since X̂0 has been chosen invariant by
holonomy we find that X̂ = X̂0. In particular this set is full for m̂1 and null for m̂2.
One deduces thatm1(X )= 1 andm2(X )= 0. The lemma follows since X is saturated.
Proposition 5.12. A φu-harmonic measure on M is ergodic if and only if µ = s(m) is an ergodic
Gibbs u-state for Gt .
Proof. We continue to use the same notations we used since the beginning of this section: A =
(Ui ,φi )i∈I is a good foliated atlas for F , that we lift to M̂ via the basepoint projection so as to
obtain an atlas Â . Let T be an associated complete transversal.
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Letm be a φu-harmonic measure for F and m̂ be the measure it induces on T . Let µ= s(m):
this is a Gibbs u-state for Gt , and the measure µ̂ it induces on T equals m̂ (see Theorem C). It is
clear by construction that both p and s are linear.
Let Ŷ ⊂T be a Borel set which is saturated by the holonomy pseudogroup of F and Y be the
Borel set of M̂ defined as the union of the leaves of F̂ which meet Ŷ . The set Y is saturated by F̂ ,
and consequently is invariant by the foliated geodesic flowGt .
As a consequence if we assume that µ is Gt -ergodic, Y has to be full or null for µ, and hence
Ŷ is full or null for µ̂= m̂. This proves the ergodicity ofm (see Remark 5.8).
Now assume that a Gibbs u-state µ is not ergodic. Then there are two singular Gibbs u-states,
denoted by µ1 and µ2, as well as a number 0 < α < 1 such that µ = αµ1 + (1−α)µ2 (recall that
ergodic components of Gibbs u-states are still Gibbs u-states).
Since p : G ibbsu→H arφ
u
(F ) is linear, we obtain m = αm1+ (1−α)m2. Since µ1 and µ2 are
singular, by Proposition 5.8 they induce singular measures on the transversalT . Sincem1 andm2
induce respectively the samemeasures on T , they are also singular.
By Lemma 5.11, there exists a saturated Borel set X ⊂M such thatm1(X )= 1, andm2(X )= 0.
Then we findm(X )=α ∈ (0,1): m is not ergodic.
We can conclude the proof of the proposition.
5.5.2 Ergodic decomposition
Accessibility property. The proof of Theorem D lies on an argument à la Hopf. We need first to
define some notions.
Definition 5.13. An element v ∈ M̂ is said to be u-regular if the limits
µ+v = lim
T→∞
1
T
ˆ T
0
δGt (v)dt and µ
−
v = lim
T→∞
1
T
ˆ T
0
δG−t (v)dt
exist, coincide and if the common value µv is a Gibbs u-state. We denote by Y u the set of u-regular
vectors.
Remark 5.9. Note that if v and w lie on the same unstable (resp. center-stable) manifold then
µ−v =µ
−
w (resp. µ
+
v =µ
+
w ) when these measures exist.
Remark 5.10. By Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem the measures µv defined above are ergodic and by
Theorem 4.2 these are precisely the ergodic components of Gibbs-u-states.
In particular the set Y u is full for every Gibbs u-state. Since Gibbs u-states have Lebesgue
disintegration forW u we deduce that for every v ∈Y u the intersection Y u∩W u(v) is Lebuv -full in
W u(v).
Remark 5.11. Let B = (Vi ,ψi )i∈I be a good foliated atlas for F̂ , and T =
⋃
i∈I Ti be an associated
complete transversal. The set Y u induces a set Ŷ0 on T . By definition this set is defined as the
union of the projections of Y u ∩Vi on Ti . It is full for the measure induced on T by any Gibbs
u-state (see §5.4 for the definition of induced measure).
Using the construction of Lemma 2.2 we find a set Ŷ ⊂Ŷ0 which is holonomy invariant. Recall
that Y u is full for every Gibbs u-state, and that every Gibbs u-state induces a quasi-invariant
measure on T (see Proposition 5.8). It follows from Lemma 2.2 that Ŷ is still full for the measure
induced by every Gibbs u-state.
Finally define the set Y as the intersection of Y u with the saturation of Ŷ for F̂ . It is full for
every Gibbs u-state. and induces Ŷ on T .
Let us recapitulate. We can, and will, assume that Y u induces on T a set which is holonomy
invariant.
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Definition 5.14. A (u,cs)-path is a piecewise smooth arc obtained by concatenation of smooth arcs
included in W u andW cs .
A (u,cs)-path is said to be regular if it is the concatenation of smooth arcs included in W u and
W cs whose extremities are u-regular.
The following property of accessibility is the key point in the proof of Theorem D.
Proposition 5.15 ( Accessibility property). Let v,w be two u-regular vectors belonging to the same
leaf L̂. Then there exists a regular (u,cs)-path joining v and w.
Proof. Wewill consider a good foliated atlasB = (Vi ,ψi )i∈I for F̂ which is fine enough so that the
union of any pair of intersecting plaques is included in some rectangle Rv as defined in §3.2 (this
is possible thanks to the local product structure of the leaves of F̂ : see Proposition 3.4). Denote
by T an associated complete transversal.
Step 1. We start by proving the result when v and w are close enough.
Consider two u-regular vectors v and w that belong to the same rectangle Rv0 . In that case
W uloc (v) intersectsW
cs
loc (w ) (see Proposition 3.4), but the intersection is not necessarily u-regular.
Using that Lebesgue-almost every vectors of W uloc (v) and of W
u
loc (w ) are u-regular (see Remark
5.10) and the absolute continuity of center-stable holonomies, we deduce that there exist v ′ ∈
W uloc (v) andw
′ ∈W uloc (w ) lying on the same local center-stable manifold and which are u-regular.
Hence there exists a regular (u,cs)-path between v and w .
Step 2. We show now that two u-regular vectors lying in the same leaf can be joined by a piece-
wise smooth arc obtained by concatenation of smooth arcs γk tangent to F̂ , whose extremities lie
inside Y u , and such that γk⊂Rvk for some vk ∈ M̂ .
Let v ∈Y u ∩Vi and let j ∈ I such that V j ∩P 6= ;, where P⊂Vi is the plaque of v . Since B is a
good atlas the plaque P intersects a unique plaque P ′ of V j . We assumed that Y u induces on T a
holonomy invariant set (see Remark 5.11). This implies that there exists v ′ ∈P ′∩Y u .
Assume now that v andw are u-regular and lie in the same leaf L̂. Consider a path γ tangent to
L̂ joining them as well as a chain of charts (Vi1 , ...,Vik ) covering γ. Call (Pi1 , ...,Pik ) the correspond-
ing chain of plaques. The discussion above shows that each plaque Pi j contains a point vi j ∈Y
u .
The concatenation of the geodesic segments [vi j ,vi j+1], j = 0, ...,k (where vi0 = v and vik+1 = w )
provides the desired path. Indeed since by hypothesis for every j = 1, ...,k the union Pi j ∪Pi j+1 is
included in some rectangle, the geodesic segment [vi j ,vi j+1] must be as well.
Step 3. Now we can conclude the proof of the proposition by combining Steps 1 and 2. Let
v,w ∈Y u which belong to the same leaf. Consider the path γ that joins v and w obtained by the
concatenation of paths γk ⊂Rvk constructed in Step 2. By construction the extremities of γk are
u-regular and belong to the same rectangle. Step 1 then provides a regular (u,cs)-path between
them. Concatenating these paths provides the desired regular (u,cs)-path.
Corollary 5.16. Let v,w ∈ Y u two elements of the same leaf of F̂ . Then µv = µw (recall that µv
denotes the common value of µ±v : see Definition 5.13).
Proof. The proof is a combination of Proposition 5.15 and Remark 5.9.
Ergodic decomposition. Now, we are ready to prove that all φu-harmonicmeasures may be ob-
tained as convex combinations of ergodic φu-harmonicmeasures.
Proof of TheoremD. The fact that extremal points of the convex set H arφ
u
are the ergodic mea-
sures follows from the linearity of the projection pr∗, from Proposition 5.12, as well as from the
fact that it is true for the convex G ibbsu of Gibbs u-states forGt .
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Consider the set Y u⊂M̂ of u-regular vectors (see Definition 5.13 and Remark 5.11) as well
as its projection X = pr (Y u). Since Y u is full for every Gibbs u-state, it must be full for every
element of H = Rep(G ibbsu) (see Remark 5.7). Since pr∗ : H →H arφ
u
(F ) is a bijection, we
deduce thatX is full for every φu-harmonicmeasure.
Let x ∈X . By Corollary 5.16 the measure µv is independent of v ∈ T 1xF ∩Y
u . The measure
mx = p(µv ) is well defined independently of v ∈ T 1xF ∩Y
u . By Remark 5.10 and Proposition 5.12
the φu-harmonic measures mx are ergodic. Finally, using one more time Corollary 5.16, we see
that if x, y ∈X belong to the same leaf we havemx =my .
In order to conclude, the ergodic decomposition remains to be proven. But to obtain it, we
only have to apply p to the ergodic decomposition of Gibbs u-states and to note that themeasures
µv are precisely the ergodic components of Gibbs u-states.
6 Another sufficient condition for the existence of transverse invariant
measures
6.1 Visibility class
Wemake use of the notation introduced in Section 5.1. Consider a leaf L ofF . Recall that p̂iz maps
a vector v ∈ T 1z L̂ on the future extremity of the geodesic it directs and that σ̂y,z = p̂i
−1
z ◦ p̂iy .
Fix a point z ∈ L˜ and define the measure ν̂z as the projection of the Lebesgue measure of T 1z L˜
by p̂iz . Even if the measure a priori depends on z, its class does not.
v1
σ̂y,z
y
z
ξ1
ξ2
v2
w1
w2
Figure 12: The visibility class
Lemma 6.1. The measures ν̂z are pairwise equivalent.
Proof. Let y,z ∈ L˜. Note that by definition σ̂y,z induces holonomy maps along the center-stable
foliation between open sets of unit tangent fibers at y and z. By Theorem 3.8 these maps have to
be absolutely continuous: the Lebesgue class is preservedwhenwe apply σ̂y,z . This is another way
to formulate that the measure classes of ν̂y and ν̂z are the same.
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Definition 6.2 (Visibility class). Let L be a leaf of a closed foliated manifold endowed with a nega-
tively curved leafwise metric. The common class of measures ν̂y , y ∈ L˜ is called the visibility class of
L˜(∞).
Remark 6.1. Consider the flip function ι : M̂→M̂ defined in Remark 5.1. This involution preserves
the Liouville measure in the leaves of F̂ (see [27, Lemma 1.34]). In particular it preserves the
Lebesgue class of unit tangent fibers. Hence if we consider the measure νz obtained by pushing
LebT 1z L˜ by piz we obtain a measure νz which is still in the visibility class.
6.2 Characteristicmeasure classes and transverse invariantmeasures
Characteristic functions and classes. Let m be a φu-harmonic measure for F . We say that a
property holds for am-typical leaf if it holds in a saturated Borel set full form. We will recall and
adopt Matsumoto’s terminology (see [25]).
By definitionm has Lebesgue disintegration with local densities in the plaques which are φu-
harmonic. Using Ghys’ Lemma (more precisely its direct consequence Lemma 2.8) it is possible
to extend the density of the conditional measure of m in a plaque P , thus obtaining a positive
φu-harmonic function on the whole leaf L containing P .
We refer to this function as the characteristic function of the leaf L. Note that it is not canonical
and depends of the choice of the plaque P . Note moreover that the boundedness of this function
does not depend of this choice. In fact the characteristic function is defined up to a multiplicative
constant (this is the content of [25, Proposition 2.8]).
By definition the lift of the characteristic function of a leaf L to L˜ is the integral of the Gibbs
kernel against a finite Borel measure ηL defined on L˜(∞). Themeasure class [ηL] on L˜(∞) is inde-
pendent of the initial choice of plaque.
We refer to this measure class as the characteristic measure class on the sphere at infinity the
leaf.
Matsumoto’s result. In [25] Matsumoto considers closed foliated manifolds (M ,F ) with hyper-
bolic leaves. Recall that in that case Gibbs and Poisson kernels coincide and that φu-harmonic
functions are in fact harmonic (see Remark 5.4 and Proposition 5.2). Thusφu-harmonicmeasures
for F are harmonic in the sense of Garnett (see Definition 2.7).
In that case the sphere at infinity of the universal cover of a leaf possesses a natural smooth
structure and the visibility class defined in Definition 6.2 coincides with the Lebesgue class (all
projection maps piz and transition maps σy,z are smooth).
Matsumoto proves (see Theorem 1.1) thatwhenm is a not totally invariant harmonicmeasure
of a closedmanifold foliated by hyperbolic leaves:
• the characteristic harmonic function of a typical leaf is unbounded;
• the characteristic measure class on the sphere at infinity of a typical leaf is singular with
respect to Lebesgue.
We intend here to prove an analogous theorem in the case of φu-harmonic measures. It will
provide in particular a new and dynamical proof of Matsumoto’s result where the properties of
Brownian motion are not needed: it relies entirely on the absolute continuity of invariant folia-
tions. We recall that we want to prove that if (M ,F ) is a closed foliated manifold endowed with a
negatively curved leafwise metric and m is a non totally invariant φu-harmonic measure, then the
characteristicmeasure class of m-every leaf is singular with respect to the visibility class.
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Proof of Matsumoto’s theorem from Theorem E. Assume here that all leaves are hyperbolic. The
fact that the characteristicmeasure class of a typical leaf for a non totally invariant harmonicmea-
sure is singular with respect to the Lebesgue measure is an immediate consequence of Theorem
E.
In order to prove that the characteristic function of a typical leaf L is unbounded we will use
Fatou’s theorem of nontangential convergence of harmonic functions: see [33, Chapter 11]. Let
h(z)=
´
∂Hn k(o,z;ξ)dν(ξ) be a positive harmonic function of the hyperbolic space H
n , where k is
the Poisson kernel and ν is a finite Radonmeasure on the boundary ∂Hn . Let dν= f dLeb∂Hn +dη
be the Lebesgue decomposition of ν, i.e. f is Lebesgue-integrable and η is singular with respect
to Lebesgue. Fatou’s theorem has two parts. Firstly, for Lebesgue almost-every ξ ∈ ∂Hn and every
geodesic ray c pointing to ξ, limt→∞h(c(t ))= f (ξ). Secondly for η-almost-every ξ ∈ ∂Hn and every
geodesic ray c pointing to ξ, limt→∞h(c(t ))=∞.
Now thatwe know that the characteristicmeasure class [ηL ] is singularwith respect to Lebesgue,
it follows from the second part of Fatou’s theorem that the characteristic functionh of a typical leaf
is unbounded.
6.3 Proof of TheoremE
Thefirst step in theproof of TheoremE is to reduce the theorem to the case of ergodicφu -harmonic
measures. To do so, we use our ergodic decomposition theorem.
Now, letm be an ergodic φu-harmonic measure such that there exists a saturated Borel set X
with positive measure such that the characteristic measure class of every leaf of X is not singular
with respect to the visibility class. By ergodicity, this Borel set is full for m. Theorem E is then a
consequence of the following proposition as well as of Theorem A:
Proposition 6.3. Assume that there exists an ergodic φu-harmonic measure m such that the char-
acteristicmeasure class of m-almost every leaf ofF is not singularwith respect to the visibility class.
Then µ= s(m) is a Gibbs s-state.
6.4 Proof of Proposition 6.3
Disintegration in stable manifolds. We will first show that proving Proposition 6.3 reduces to
proving the following one which is a property of Gibbs u-states. We use below he notation intro-
duced before Theorem 3.6: UF is the foliation of M̂ by unit tangent fibers.
Proposition 6.4. Let µ be an ergodic Gibbs u-state on M̂ for the foliated geodesic flow Gt . Then the
following alternative holds:
• either µ is a Gibbs su-state;
• or µ has Lebesgue-singular disintegration for UF .
Proposition 6.4 implies Proposition 6.3. Letm be a φu-harmonicmeasure and µ= s(m) be the
correspondingGibbsu-state. Let (ωx)x∈M be the family of disintegration ofµ in the invariant fibers
T 1xF and L be a typical leaf. Lift the family (ωx )x∈L to L˜ and denote the lifted family by (ωz )z∈L˜ .
This is a family of measures in the T 1z L˜.
Lemma 6.5. Let L be a typical leaf and piz : T 1z L˜→ L˜(∞) be the projection defined in Remark 5.1.
Then piz ∗ωz is in the characteristicmeasure class.
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Proof. LetU be a foliated chart withm(U )> 0. Let L be a typical leaf crossingU and P⊂U being a
connected component ofU ∩L.
Let mP be the conditional measure of m in the plaque P . By definition it has a density with
respect to LebP , denoted by hP which isφu-harmonic. Using Lemma 2.8we see thatwe can extend
hP to a positive function of the whole leaf L, whose lift to L˜ reads
h˜(z)=
ˆ
L˜(∞)
k(o,z;ξ)dηL(ξ),
where o ∈ L˜. By definition, [ηL] is the characteristic measure class of L˜.
Letm be the canonical lift ofm: by construction it has the same disintegration in unit tangent
fibers as µ = s(m). Consider its conditional measuremP in T 1P and consider mP˜ , the lift to T
1P˜
where P˜⊂ L˜ is some lift of P . Consider the identification ρ : T 1L˜→ L˜× L˜(∞) sending a vector v on
thepair (cv (0),cv (−∞)) where cv is the geodesic directed by v . By the construction of the canonical
lift made in [3] it comes that ρ∗mP˜ is amultiple of themeasure (k
u(o,z,ξ)dηL(ξ))dLeb(z) (see also
§5.4.1) In particular, the conditional measures of this measure in the {z}× L˜ are in the visibility
class.
By uniqueness of the disintegration, the conditional measures of ρ∗mP˜ in the {z}×L(∞) are
precisely the piz ∗ωz , where ωz are the conditional measures ofmP˜ . This proves that all the piz ∗ωz
lie inside the visibility class, concluding the proof of the lemma.
ä
Wecan now conclude the proof of Proposition 6.3. Letm be an ergodic φu-harmonicmeasure.
For z ∈ L˜, the projection by pi−1z of the visibility class on the unit tangent fiber T
1
z L˜ is the Lebesgue
class. Hence Lemma 6.5 implies that if the characteristic measure class of a m-typical leaf is not
singular with respect to the visibility class, then the disintegration of the associated Gibbs u-state
µ= s(m) in the leaves ofUF is not singular with respect to the Lebesguemeasure. Then by Propo-
sition 6.4 µ has to be a Gibbs su-sate, proving Proposition 6.3. ä
Proof of proposition 6.4. It is enough to prove that an ergodic Gibbs u-state whose disintegra-
tion in the leaves of UF is not singular with respect to Lebesgue is a Gibbs su-state.
Let µ be such an ergodic Gibbs u-state. There exists a Gt -invariant Borel set Y , full for µ and
such that for every v ∈Y and every continuous function f : M̂→Rwe have:
lim
T→∞
1
T
ˆ T
0
f ◦G−t (v)dt =
ˆ
M̂
f dµ.
By hypothesis, if we disintegrate µ in unit tangent fibers, we can find a vector v0 ∈ Y based
at x0 ∈ M , as well as a Borel set D⊂T 1x0F which contains v0 and such that LebT 1x0F
(D) > 0 and
D⊂Y . In order to avoid a heavy notation, in the sequel we will denote simply by Leb the Lebesgue
measure LebT 1x0F
.
SinceD⊂Y , we obtain that for every v ∈D the Birkhoff averages 1/T
´ T
0 δG−t (v)dt converge to
µ. So by use of dominated convergence, the following family converges to µ:
µT =
1
T
ˆ T
0
G−t∗(Leb|D )
Leb(D)
dt .
But by Remark 4.2, we know that every accumulation point of µT is a Gibbs s-state. As a con-
clusion, µ is both a Gibbs u-state and a Gibbs s-state: this is a Gibbs su-state.
We have now proven the desired dichotomy: the proof of Proposition 6.4, and thus that of
Theorem E, is complete. ä
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7 Appendix.
Below (M ,F ) is a closed foliated manifold with a negatively curved leafwise metric. We recall be-
low themain steps of the proofs of classical results concerning uniformly and partially hyperbolic
dynamical systems. As we will see all these arguments apply to our context.
7.1 Absolute continuity
Let us treat now the absolute continuity of invariant foliations of the foliated geodesic flow and
prove Theorem 3.8.
W uloc(v)
w
v
w′
w′−t
v−t
w−t
U cs
G−t(U
cs)
G−t(W
u
loc(v))
V cs
Figure 13: Absolute continuity
Step 1. LetU cs and V cs be two center-stable discs contained in the same leaf L̂ such that there
exists an unstable holonomy map huv→w :U
cs→V cs . Consider the function ofU cs defined by
Ψt (v)=
J cs−t (v)
J cs
−t (h
u
v→w (v))
=
J cs−t (v)
J cs
−t (w )
, (7.38)
where v ∈U cs and w = huv→w (v)∈V
cs .
The limit Ψ∞ as t→∞ is well defined by the distortion control (3.9). We will prove that huv→w
is absolutely continuous and that its jacobian is given byΨ∞.
Step 2. We build smooth approximations of unstable holonomies.
Let N cs be the subbundle of T F̂ defined as the normal bundle of W cs . We denote by N csη
the η-neighbourhood of the zero section, and by N csη (v), the fiber of v ∈ M̂ . When K ⊂M̂ denote
by N csη (K ) the union of the fibers N
cs
η (v) for v ∈ K . When η > 0 is chosen small enough, the
exponentialmap induces a diffeomorphism fromN csη (W
cs
loc (v)) onto a neighbourhood of v inside
L̂v for every v ∈ M̂ . By compactness and continuity of the rectangles, we can find γ > 0 such
that for every v ∈ M̂ the rectangle Rv = [W u2γ(v),W
cs
2γ (v)] is well defined and contained inside this
neighbourhood.
For every v ∈ M̂ consider the smooth foliation of Rv defined as the image by the exponential
map of the foliation of N csη (W
cs
loc (v)) defined by the fibers N
cs
η (z). This foliation is transverse to
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W cs . Its holonomy provides pi0v→w :W
cs
γ (v)→W
cs (w ) which is a diffeomorphism on its image,
well defined when w ∈W uγ (v), and such that there exists a uniform C1 > 0 such that when w ∈
W uγ (v)
distF̂ (pi
0
v→w (v),w )≤C1distF̂ (v,w ), (7.39)
||Dvpi
0
v→w − Id || ≤C1distF̂ (v,w ). (7.40)
Consider v ∈U cs and w = huv→w (v). We will asume that the diameter ofU
cs is small enough
and that v,w are close enough so that pi0v→w is well defined insideU
cs .
Define pitv→w = Gt ◦pi
0
G−t (v)→G−t (w)
◦G−t . Denote by w ′ = pitv→w (v) ∈W
cs
loc (w ). In the sequel
we shall denote v−t =G−t (v). The elements w−t and w ′−t are defined analogously. Note that by
definition w ′−t = pi
0
v−t ,w−t (v−t ) ∈W
cs
loc (w−t ). By definition of center stable and unstable manifolds
and by (7.39) it follows that there existC2,λ> 0 such that for every s ≥ 0
dist(Gs(w−t ),Gs(w
′
−t ))≤ dist(w−t ,w−t )≤C1dist(v−t ,w−t )≤C2e
−tλdist(v,w ). (7.41)
Using these inequalities we can prove that pitv→w converges uniformly to h
u
v→w onU
cs . Now de-
note byΦt (v) the Jacobian at v of pitv→w . We have
Φt (v)
Ψt (v)
=J pi0v−t ,w−t (v−t )
J cs−t (w )
J cs
−t (w
′)
. (7.42)
Step 3. Finally we must prove the uniform convergence of Φt to Φ∞. The first factor of the right
hand side of (7.42) tends to 1 uniformly: this follows from (7.39) and (7.40). In order to prove that
the second one also tends to 1 we need a second distortion control. Let n ∈ N. Using the Hölder
continuity of log J cs
−1 and (7.41) we can prove
∣∣∣∣log J cs−n(w )J cs−n(w ′)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ n−1∑
i=0
| log J cs−1(w−i )− log J
cs
−1(w
′
−i )|
≤ C3
n−1∑
i=0
dist(w−i ,w
′
−i )
α1
≤ C4ne
−α1λn −→
n→∞
0.
Using that Ψt converge uniformly on U cs to Ψ∞ we deduce that Φt converge uniformly to the
same limit.
Now conclude using an abstract result of absolute continuity: take two continuous functions h
andΨ such that there exists a family of smooth functions pit that converge uniformly to h, whose
Jacobians Φt converge uniformly toΨ. Then h is absolutely continuous and his Jacobian is given
byΨ (see [23, Theorem 3.3 Chap. III]).
7.2 Existence of Gibbs u-states
We give here themain steps of the proof of the existence of Gibbs u-states (i.e. Theorem 4.2). This
is an adaptation of [9, Section 11.2.2]. See also [28, Theorem 4].
We first treat the case whereDu is a small unstable disc. We want first to prove that accumula-
tion points of
µt =
1
t
ˆ t
0
Gs∗
(
LebuDu
LebuDu (D
u)
)
ds
are Gibbs-u-states.
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Distortion control. Wefirst need an application of the distortion control (3.8): we leave the proof
of the next lemma to the reader.
Lemma 7.1. Let Du be a small unstable disc. Then given a positive number∆> 0 there exists K0 > 1
such that for every t ≥ 0, every open set O⊂Gt (Du) of diameter smaller than ∆ and every Borel set
Z ⊂O we have
1
K0
LebuGt (Du )(Z )
LebuGt (Du )(O)
≤
Gt ∗Leb
u
Du (Z )
Gt ∗Leb
u
Du (O)
≤K0
LebuGt (Du )(Z )
LebuGt (Du )(O)
Markovian components. Let us consider U = P × T a foliated chart for W u : for every y ∈ T ,
P(y) = P × {y} is an unstable domain. A connected component of Gt (Du )∩U is Markovian if it
is equal to a plaque P(y), i.e. if it crosses entirelyU . Otherwise we say that it is non-Markovian.
Call Dt ,M the union of Markovian components of Gt (Du)∩U and Dt ,NM that of non-Markovian
components.
We assume that µtk converges to µ, that µ(U )> 0 and that µ(∂U )= 0 in such a way that (µtk )|U
converges to µ|U . Write
(µtk )|U =µtk ,M +µtk ,NM
where µtk ,M and µtk ,NM denote respectively the restrictions of µtk toDtk ,M andDtk ,NM .
Lemma 7.2. We have µtk ,M→µ|U and µtk ,NM→0 as k→∞.
Proof. Using that G−t contracts uniformly the unstable foliation it comes that G−tk (Dtk ,NM ) are
neighbourhoods of ∂Du whose diameters tend to zero. The lemma follows.
Step 1. We are ready to prove the first item of Theorem 4.2 whenDu is an unstable disc.
Lemma 7.3. The measures µtk ,M have Lebesgue disintegration along W
u with densities which are
uniformly log-bounded.
Proof. The conditional measure ofGt ∗(Leb
u
Du/Leb
u
Du (D
u )) in amarkovian component P(y) ofU∩
Gt (Du) is the probability measure associating to a Borel set A⊂P(y) the number
LebuDu (G−t (A))
LebuDu (G−t (P(y))).
By Lemma 7.1 this measure has a uniformly log-bounded density with respect to Lebesgue.
Using Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 we deduce that µ as well has Lebesgue disintegration with densities
which are uniformly log-bounded (we can prove the compactness of the set of probability mea-
sures with Lebesgue density along the leaves of W u with local densities uniformly bounded from
above and below by two given constants). We can saymore: using Lemma 7.3 it is possible to prove
that the local densities satisfy (4.15). By construction it isGt -invariant so it is a Gibbs u-state.
Step 2. We now treat the case where Du is a Borel set of positive Lebesgue measure. This is a
Lebesgue density argument. If δ> 0 is small it is possible to find disjoint unstable discs D1, ...,Dn
such that
• LebuDu (Di \D
u )≤ δLebuDu (Di );
• LebuDu (D
u \
⋃
Di )≤ δLeb
u
Du (D
u).
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Write
Gt ∗Leb
u
Du
LebuDu (D
u )
=
n∑
i=1
LebuDu (Di )
LebuDu (D
u )
Gt ∗Leb
u
Di
LebuDu (Di )
+
Gt ∗Leb
u
Du\
⋃
Di
LebuDu (D
u)
−
n∑
i=1
Gt ∗Leb
u
Di \Du
LebuDu (D
u )
.
Notice that the two last terms of the right hand side have total mass less than δ, for every t . Using
Step 1 we see that every accumulation point of Cesaro averages of the first term of the right hand
side tends to a Gibbs u-state.
Finally we deduce that every accumulation point of the left hand side differs by a measure of
total mass less than δ from a Gibbs u-state with uniformly log-bounded local densities. Since the
latter property is closed, and letting δ tend to zero, we can conclude Step 2.
Step 3. We now have to prove that ergodic components of Gibbs u-states are still Gibbs u-states.
Consider the set R of regular points that is to say the set of elements v ∈ M̂ whose past and future
Birkhoff averages exist and coincide (i.e. µ+v = µ
−
v = µv with notations of Definition 5.13). All
measures µv are ergodic.
A Gibbs u-state µ gives total measure to R and has Lebesgue disintegration in the unstable
manifolds. Hence µ-almost every v ∈ R lies inside an unstable plaque which intersects R on a
set positive Lebesgue measure. Using Step 2 and the fact that µ−v does not depend on the choice
of v in a given unstable manifold, one gets that for µ-almost every v ∈R, µv is an ergodic Gibbs
u-state.
Step 4. The case of smooth discs D tangent to F̂ an transverse to W cs (see Remark 4.2) follows
from the fact that, by the inclination lemma, their iterates approach leaves of W cu in the smooth
topology.
The case of Borel subsets of such discs of positive Lebesgue measure follows from the same
Lebesgue density argument as sketched in Step 2.
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